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Ml LI TAR I HOOKS, published by Authority continued.

Explosives. Service. Treatise on. 1907. l.. 6d.

Field Service Manuals :
-

Artillery. Field. Brigade. 18-pr. Q.P. 1903. or/.

Do. Do. (Howitzer) Brigade. o-im-h B.L. 1908. "d.

Do. Heavy (U.L. ^n-pr.) Battery and Ammunition Column.
Kxpeditionarv Force. 1910' oil.

Do. Horse. Brigade, iS-pr. Q,F. 1908. sd.

Do. Do. Appendix to. K.H.A. Eatterv and Mounted Brigade
.\niniunition Column. Id.

Cavalry Regiment. Expeditionary Foree. 1910. -V.

Engineers. Air-Line Telegraph Company. 1908. 3d.

Do. Balloon Company. Expeditionary Force: 1910. 3d.

Do. Bridging Train, iflos. 3d.

Do. Cable Telegraph Company. 1903. 3d.

Do. Divisional Telegraph Company. 1903. 3d.

Do. Field Company. 1908. 3d.

Do. Field Troop. 1908. 3d.

Do. Telegraph Company on Lines of Communication.
1909. 3d.

Do. Works Company. Expeditionary Force. 191". 3d
(III I!:

Infantry Battalion. 1908. 3d. ((.'inter re.vi*ion)

Infantry (Mounted) Battalion. Expeditionary Force. 191 .

Medical Service. Army. 1908. 4d.

Post Office Corps. Army. 1*83. id.

Do. Home Defence. 1893. Id.

Field Service Pocket Book. iflt*. K.
Field Service Regulations. Part I. Operations. 1909. is.

Do. Part II. Organization and Administration. 1909. l.s.

Financial Instructions in relation to Armv Accounts. I9io. t'd.

Foreign Languages. Study of. Regulations. Nov. 1909. ad.

Franco-German War. 1870-71. Translated from the German Official

Account. Five vols. 6 ll.v. Od.

Also separately, in I'olunits in cloth, Sections in paper covers, n/

uAmoitnted :

First Part History of the War to the Downfall of the Empire
Vol. 1 (Secns. 1 to 5). Outbreak of Hostilities to Battle of

Gravel->tte. 1 6s. (Out of ),rmt)
Vol. 3 (Secns. 6 to 9). Battle of Gravelotte to Downfall of

Empire. 12*. (Out cf /u-i/it)

Second Part History of the War against the Republic
Vol. 1 (Secns. 10 to 13). Investment of Paris to Re-occupation <.f

Orleans by the Germans. 1 6.9.

Vol. 2 (Secns. 14 to 18). Events in Northern France from end of
Nov. In North-west from beginning of Dec. Siege, of Pa;- -

fr mi commencement of Dec. to the Armistice. Operations in

the South-east from middle of Nov. to middle of Jan. 1 6f.

Vol. 3 (Secns. 19 and 20). Events in South-east France from
middle of Jan. to Termination of Hostilities. Rearward
Communications. The Armistice. Homeward March and
Occupation. Retrospect. 1 Us. 6d.
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MILITARY BOOKS, published by Authority continued.

Carriages. Military. And Stores connected with them. Treatise on.

Sixth Edition. Corrected to April, 1902. With volume of plates. 10*. 6d.

Cavalry of the Line. Peace Organization of the , and Arrangements
for Mobilization consequent on the establishment of Cavalry Depots.
(Special A.O., July 19, 19u9.j Id.

Cavalry Training. 1907. Is. (Under revision)

Chemists of the Research Department. Rules and Regulations
specially relating to. Id.

Chiropody Manual. 2<i.

Civilian Subordinates, General Stores Inspection Division, Woolwich.
Kules for. 1905. 2d.

'

Civil Power. Duties in aid of the. Special A.O., Dec. 17, I9u8.

(Amendments to "Kings Regulations," and to "Manual of Military
Law."; Id.

Clothing and Necessaries (including Materials). Priced Vocabulary
of. 1907. Is. 6d.

Do. Part III. Sec. IX. Rates for Worn-out Clothing, ad.

Do. Amendments. Dec., 1907 ; July, Oct., 1908 ; Jan., April, July, Oct.,
1909 ; Jan., April 1910. Id. each.

Clothing Regns. :

Part I. Eegular Forces. 1909. Is.; Part II. Special Reserve.
1909. 3d. ; Part III. Mobilization, Field Service, and Demobili-
zation. 1908. .'id.; Amendments to Parts I., II., and III. Nov.,
April 1910. Id. each.

Clubs. Regulation. Exercises for the. 1863. (Reprinted 1SS7.) :><!.

Colchester~Garrison. Standing Orders. I9u9. Id.

College. Royal Military. Sandhurst. Standing Orders. I9o9. 3d.
Command. Aldershot. Standing Orders. Is. 3d.

Command. Southern. Salisbury Plain. Standing Orders. 1910. Applic-
able to all Troops encamped on Salisbury Plain. 2d.

Command. Western. StandlngOrdera. Jan. 1910. 2d.

Commands, Military, and Staff in the United Kingdom. Reorgani-
zation of. (Special A.O., Jan. 6, 1905, with alterations to date. Issued
with Special A.O., Nov. 11, 1907.) .>rf.

Commission in H.M. Regular Army. Short guide to the various ways
of obtaining a ; &c., &c. Nov. 1908. 2d. (et also Army Entrance ;

Special Reserve ; Veterinary Corps).
Conveyance of Troops and Issue of Travelling Warrants. In-

structions. 1906. 2d.

Cooking. Military. Manual, erf.

Courses of Instruction, 1910. 2d.

Cyclist Training. Provisional. 1908. 4</.

Division Orders. Extracts from. 1880. 2s. Qd.

Drainage Manual. 1907. 2s. 6d.

Drawing Plates. Military :

Attack of Dufor's Countermines or 2nd plate of Mines ; Carnot's First

System : Detached Forts Concealed Defences, 1, 2, 3, 4 ; Printing
Plate, A, B, C, &c. : Detail Plate, No. 1 ; Do. No. 2 ; Neighbour-
hood pf Woolwich : Village and Surrounding Ground. Each 2d.

Attack of Fortress Preliminary Operations; Do., Distant Attack
Do., Close Attack : Neighbourhood of Metz. Each 3d.

Woods and Villages. 6 plates. Each fid.

Neighbourhood of Woolwich. Southern Side. Is. (W.
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MlLITAR YBOOKS, published by Ant 'thrift; continued.

Equipment Regns. continued.
Part 2. Details continued.

War only. 19o7. 2d. ; XVI. Special Reserve. 1909. 4'/. ;

XVII. Officers Training Corps. 190P. 8U. ; XVIII. Volunteers.
190o. 6d. ; Practice Jjatteries and Drill Guns (Fixed Mountings)
of the Royal Garrison Artillery. (Part 2, Secns. Xlla. and XVI.,
and Part ;j.) 1909. \s. Gd.

Amendments to Parts 1 and 2. Jan., Feb., April, May, Aug., Sept.,
Dec., 1907 ; Mar., 1903 ; July, 190V). Each Id.

Part 3. Territorial Force. 1909. 6(1.

Do. Details:
Sec. IX. Artillery. 19H>. 1>.

Amendments to Parts 1, 2, and 3. Aug. lf<03; April, Oct., 1909 ; Jan.,

May, 191n. Ivtch If/.

Amendments to Parts 2 and 3. Jan. 1909. Id.

Equipment. Infantry. Pattern 1903 Web. 2d.

Establishments. War. lw09-lu. Expeditionary Force. 8<f.

Do. 1908-9. Territorial Force. Provisional. SI.

Examination Papers. Military:
Qualifying Certificates. Sept. ip'V, ; March 1906 ; March, Sept., 19"9.

Starch 191n. Eich /.

Entrance:!, K.M. Academy; 2, R.M. College. Nov. -Dec. H
June-July, Xov.-Dec. 1906 ; 'June-July, Nov.-Dec. 1907 . June-Juh
Xov.-Dec. 1903 ; June-July 1909. Each K<?.

K.3VI. Academy, Fourth Class
;
and R.M. College, Fourth,

Third, and Second Divisions. Julv, Dec. 1904 ; jum-
Eacli Is.

R.M. Academy. Fourth Class ;
and R.M, College, Senior

Division. Dec. 190o; June. Dec. V.'iiij; July Doc. 1H07. Kacli l.s.

Staft College. Admission. Aug. ii07 ; A, g I9na ; An
Each l.s.

Regular Forces, Canadian Permanent Forces, Special
Reserve of Officers, Territorial Force, and Colonial
Military Forces. May, Nov. 19ot3 : May, Nov. 1903. Each Is.

Do. May, 1909. 9rf.

Lieutenants and Captains of the Regular Army and of the
Australian and Canadian Permanent Military Forces
Majors ot the Royal Army Medical Corps Regular Army
in Technical Subjects, Lieutenants and Majors of the
Territorial Force, for Promotion. Officers of the Special
Reserve. Territorial Force, and Colonial Military Forces
(Voluntary), for the Symbol '

Q,
' or "q. Dec i9>y. i.v.

Militia, Imperial Yeomanry, and University Candidates.
Mar., Sept. 1904 ; Mar., Sept. li05 ; Oct. 1906 -. Mar., 1907. Each I.v.

Special Reserve, Militia Territorial Force, and University
Candidates. Oct., 1903 ; March, Oct. 1909. Each l.s.

Officers' Training Corps :

Cadets of the Senior Division. Certificate A. Dec. 1903. 6d.

Cadets of toe Junior and Senior Divisions. Certificates A
and Ji. Sprtng of 1909 j ISTov. 1909. Each >',<>.

Foreign Languages. Modern. Oct. 1390; Oct. 1904 ; July, Oct.
1906 ; July 1903; April, July 1909 ; Jan. 1910. Each Is.
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MUSKETRY REGULATIONS:
PAKT II.

CHAPTER I.

OK i RUCTIONS FOR THE USE AM>
SELECTION OF SITES FOR CLASSIFICATION,

AND FIELD PRACTICE RANGES.

All War Department range*
will be in charge of the Royal

RMJIMMS; the provision and maintenance of all appliances,

including all target* the use of which is contemplated by the

Regulation, will be an Engineer service.

2. Range Wardens. Tho following duties in connection with

ranges will be carried out, under the orders of the Commanding
Royal Engineer, by civilian subordinate* called Range
Wardens :

Care of ranees and apparatus.
Care, custody and issue of all store*.

Manufacture and repair of penetrable targets, and repair of

apparatus. (&* Chapter \

All minor repairs to butts and firing points, and collection

of metal from butts. (See para. 611 Part I, Musketry
Regulations.)

8. The number of Range Wardens to be employed on each

range will be determined by the General Officer in charge of



Administration, subject to War Office approval. Their general
conditions of service will be those laid down for civilian subordi-

nates. They will be selected by the Commanding Royal
Engineer, preference being given to ex-soldiers. The Senior

Range Wardens on large groups of ranges will be specially
selected in view of the responsible nature of the duties.

4. When ranges are in use the Range Wardens will take the

direct instructions of the officer detailed to supervise and
administer the range, or in his absence of officers in charge of

parties using the range, as to hours of practice, stores, targets
and apparatus required.

5. When considered necessary, troops using the range will be
detailed to assist the Range Wardens in minor repairs to butts
and firing points, such work will be performed without claim to

pay. With these exceptions, no soldier may be employed on a
rifle range, either permanently or temporarily, to assist Range
Wardens in then: duties.

6. Units using ranges are responsible for the cleanliness of all

parts of the ranges.
7. For musketry camps special Staffs will not usually be

required. The senior officer in camp will act as Commandant,
and will make all arrangements as to arrivals, departures, allot-

ment of camping grounds, ranges, &c. In very exceptional cir-

cumstances an officer (preferably a subaltern), as camp adjutant
and quarter-master, and a clerk (lance-corporal or private) may
be detailed to assist the camp commander.

8. The following are short definitions of the various rifle

ranges in use :

(a) Classification Range. The general type of range con-
structed for the execution of classification practices. (See
Chapter II.)

(6) 30- Yards Bange A. range for use with the service cartridge
at 30 yards, and provided with such protection, either natural or
artificial, as to dispense with the need of a danger area. (See
Chapter III.)



ic life /fany.A range specially constructed and
i.-.l with suitable apparatus for the execution of field

practices umlcr conditions approaching those of service.

Chaj

/</ Bony*. A range for use witi

amniun

9. When it is proposed to construct a new classification or

practice range for the use of the rerular forces, or to rccou
an existing one, the matter will be dealt with in the first instance

3
the General Staff at Command Headquarters,

vise the General Officer Commanding in Chief >n all questions

relating to the necessity for the proposals, the locality. Ac., Ac.

The question of policy should then be referred to the War Office.

When the general preliminaries are settled the subject will be
dealt the General Officer in charge of Administration.
If it is decided to proceed with the work, the Commanding
Royal Engineer of the district concerned will request the officer

commanding troops at his station to assemble a Board of two or

more officers to report upon the
proposal.

The Board should
consist of an officer not under the rank of major, specially
selected on account of his knowledge and experience of musketry
duties, an officer of the General Staff, a Royal Engineer Officer,

and, where quartering of the troops has to be considered, an

Army Service Corps officer.

10. The Board will make a careful inspection
wifl prepare a report on A.F. K 1809 of a nature t. . uplete
information on all

points.
This is to be accompanied by an

Ordnance map, 6- inch scale, contoured at 50-feet vertical interval*.

including all ground affected by the proposals, on which the

range, position of tiring points
and targets, and limits of danger

area which it is proposed to acquire, will be clearly marked.

The report should embody information and recommendations
on such of the following points as may be required, having regard
to the class of range, and on all others which local condr
demand:



Report on proposed range at

i (a) Name and situation of range.

(&) Units which will use the range, and their addresses,

(c) Is the range to be used for classification practices only
for field practices only, or for both?

ii. Details of the range.

(a) Length of range (yards).

(6) Number and type of targets to be provided, and distance

from centre to centre.

(c) Nature and dimensions of stop-butt.

(d) Nature and description of markers' gallery.

(e) Formation of firing points.

(/) Telephone or other system of communication, with

diagram, list of stores, etc.

(00 Workshops and Target stores.

(li) Troop shelters.

(i) Latrines.

(J) Water supply and drainage.

iii. As to ground, <&c.

(a) The length and breadth of the danger area, and nature
of the soil. If below regulation size the reason should
be stated.

(b) Character of ground in rear of targets, height, slope, &c.

(c) Character of ground in front of targets, if rising or falling
towards targets. Is it free from obstructions such as

hedges, ditches, &c. ?

(d) Whether the area is purchased or leased, or if firing

rights only are to be obtained. (In the latter case the

proposal is not to be submitted till the written consent
of the landowners is obtained.)

(e) What arrangements are proposed to prevent persons
entering the danger area while firing is in progress ?

(/) Whether the danger area is free from buildings, railways,
roads, paths, &c.



'0ni, eomir

w road* be required to give ACCOM to the range?
i-rsion of right of way, or stoppage of traffic

Mimon right* as to grazing, Ac., exist?

imrchaaed or leaned, detail, ahould be

given at to iU probable coat per acre, and as to the

owners and the nature of their tenure.

hi-nd must be made to a not to

.uiiiiui: tin- Win OtVic< in any
11. This report \\ill bo parted to the Commanding Royal

eer of tin- district. uh<> will further consider the questions
;

; chase or hire of

and question* of right of way, the provision of new or

ahem xisting electrical comn. -, and prepare
i sketches to illustrate the report, and each approximate
ite of cost as may be found possible from the data available.

U. i
-

. < ommandmg Royal Engineer, after obtaining the
il concurrenee of the officer commanding troops at the

proposal*, will forward the report, plant, Ac.,

.rh the Chief Kngiueer, to the General Officer in charge of

Administration, for submission to the War Office, in order that

n to carry out the work,
mica) difficulties as regards the design may be referred

aidant. School of M
When a W.D. classification, field pi 80-^vards

range hat been newly constructed or re-constrn* ill be

inspected by a Board consisting of a specially selected officer at
an officer of the G. tV and an officer of Royal
Whenever

possible,
an expert officer deputed bv the

School of Musketry, will attend. The Board will

; a report at to its saf< ^ through the

Commanding Hoy a to the General
Officer in charge of Administration.
The procedure in the case of Territorial Force ranges will be

the board (constituted as far as possible at above) being
ihled bv the Territorial Divi- U -ral concev



14. The date on which a range has been taken inter use or

closed will be reported to the War Office. In the latter case the

reasons for closing the range should be stated.

15. When it is proposed to construct a new classification field

practice or 30 yards range for the use of the Territorial Force, or

to reconstruct or alter an existing range in such a manner as to

affect the safety of it, the matter will be dealt with in the first

instance by the County Association concerned, who will consult

the General Officer Commanding the Territorial Division as to the

necessity for the service. If units controlled by more than one

County Association are affected, a joint committee should be

formed, and the percentage of the expense which each committee
is to bear decided on.

The General Officer Commanding the Territorial Division will

then assemble a Board, constituted as far as possible as in para-

graph 9, whose duties will be similar to those laid down in para-

graph 10. The Board will, in addition, prepare an approximate
estimate of the cost of the proposal. Their report (submitted on
A.F. K 1309) and plans may, if technical difficulties render such
a course desirable, be forwarded to the School of Musketry,
Hythe, for consideration.

The proceedings of the Board, with the A.F. K 1309 and

accompanying plans, will then be submitted, through the County
Association or Associations concerned (who will specify the source
from which the necessary funds are to be obtained), to the General
Officer in charge of Administration at Command Headquarters
for submission to the War Office.

Boards should not, however, be assembled to report on repairs
or minor alterations not affecting the safety of ranges, nor is it

the intention that Boards should be assembled to inspect and
reconsider existing ranges which have hitherto been passed as
safe for use with the service rifle, and with regard to which no
complaints have been made.

NOTE. For instructions regarding the procedure in the case
of proposals for New Miniature Cartridge Ranges, see Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II.

8EL! S FOR AND CONSTRUCTS
CLAll 1<

16. General Conideration,1\\e chief requirement of a
clarification range is that clamification practices can be carried

oat with safety at the distance* laid down in the Musketry
Regulations. It is desirable, however, that there should be
facilities for firing at 800 yards or even longer ranges. As a

general rule a site on level dry ground is the best. Even a slight
rise in the direction of the line of sight is a disadvantage, an will

be seen by reference to Figures 6, 7, and 8, Plate '2 /urea
7 and 8 the slopes are about 1 in 75 and 1 in 40 respectively:
ricochets rising from these slopes at an angle similar to that

shown in Figure 6 would probably range 100 and 200 yards
further. Rocky ground should be avoided on account of the

increased danger of divergent ricochets, and the probable extra
cost in the construction of the gallery and

stop butt. A damp
or marshy site is also unsuitable, for the following reasons:

The danger of floods after heavy rain.

lional difficulties, such as the stop butt sinking.

targets getting out of plumb, &c.

The danger area will vary according to

local conditions ; for instance, when a range is sited so tha

line of sight runs along the side of a hill, or \\hcn a spur of a hill

earns* within the danger area from one ride only, consider

must be given to the fact that the slope will tend to throw
ricochets more to the opposite side of the danger area. See also

paras. 18 to 20. In any case, for a new 600 yards range of

targets or more on level ground, firing rights must be obt

over an area having a depth of not lens than 3,500 vanls b*

the targets, wit i yards beyond the flank lines <

at the targets ; this width to be increased to 500 yards at from
1,000 to 2,500 yards behind the targets (vide Plat.



8

For ranges with less than eight targets on level ground, the

width of the danger area beyond the flank lines of fire may be

reduced as shewn below.
,,T . , , , Width 1 ,000 yards

No. of targets. Width at targets. behind jWjg
1-2 100 yards. 250 yards.
3 125 300
4 150 350
5-6 175 400
7 200 450

18. Adjoining Ranges. Whenever it is desired to construct

two or more ranges on adjoining sites, a smaller danger area will

be secured by an arrangement whereby their longer axes converge

slightly, vide Plate 1. The danger area required by an arrange-
ment as in Figure 3 is less than that required when the ranges are

sited as in Figure 2. Similarly, in the case of existing ranges, by
the adoption of this method it will be frequently possible to in-

crease the number of targets within the existing danger area, or

with but a small addition to it. It should, however, be noted
that the axes of the ranges cross one another at about 1,200 yards
behind the targets. If the ranges were made to converge in such
a way that the axes crossed at or near the targets, a considerably
larger danger area would be required.

Figure 5, plate 2, illustrates the application of this principle
to a large scheme, where, in order to enable firing to proceed
simultaneously at different ranges, the target galleries are placed
in echelon. But ranges in deep echelon are dangerous, owing to

the chances of a ricochet from the rearmost range striking a firer

on the advanced range.
The lateral distance required between gallery ranges provided

with penetrable targets is regulated by the necessity of providing
for the safety of the firers, when firing is proceeding simul-

taneously at a long distance on one range, and a short distance
on the other. As it will seldom be required to use adjoining
ranges at 100 yards and 600 yards simultaneously, it will usually
suffice to site the ranges so that firing can take place at 500
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yard* oo one range while the other is in DM at 900 yard*. In

tueh circumstances a sufficient margin will be obtained by fixing
the 200-yards firing point of one range in such a

position
that a

tine drawn to it from tho 500-yards firing point of the next rang*
describe* an angle of not lees than 11 degree* with the line of

fire of the latter (vid* Plate 1, Figure 4).

19. Th* valu* of a hill background is usually overestimated

because :

it is regarded solely as a natural stop butt for bullets fired

accidentally with undue elevation, and not in relation to the

trajectory of ricochets.

Its height is measured from tho level of the targets, where-
as its effective height is the perpendicular from Its summit
to the line of sight produced.

Regarding (i), the mean angle of rise of a bullet on first

ricochet is normally double that of descent and often amounts to

or more.

First ricochets at 80 yards from tho firer, off sand, dry turf, or

clay, have been known to travel 2,000 yards, and the mean range
of such ricochets has been found to bo over 1,500 yards. It may
be accepted as a general principle that at short range the nature
of the surface struck by the bullet exercises but little effect on
the range of the ricochet.

The further the bullet travels before it strikes the ground the
lew does its range on ricochet tend to become. Nevertheless, it

is on record that bullets striking the ground 400 yards from the
muzzle of the rifle have travelled 1,700 yards. At 2,000 yards
ballets ricochet less frequently than at shorter distances.

Impact on a hard uneven surface increases divergence, but does
not necessarily reduce range.

Hullcts must lose a considerable portion of their velocity by
"U tho ground, honro tho

trajectories
of long ranging

ricochets will be more curved than those of direct shots which
travel a similar distance.
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Bicochets from ground rising slightly usually range further

than from level ground. If, in addition, the line of sight is uphill,

they will travel still greater distances.

Few data exist regarding the flight of bullets after second or

subsequent ricochet. Shots which have struck the ground, for

the second time, at distances not exceeding 1,500 yards, have,

however, been known to travel 400 yards before their third

impact.
In view of the above, a hill background having an elevation

of 200 feet will only be effective if :

(a) Its face is nearly vertical, and the targets are close to its

foot, or,

(6) The targets are about 1,600 yards from the foot of the slope.

It may generally be assumed that the full danger area will

still be necessary for a range with a hill background, unless the
hill is 400 feet above the line of sight.

Figures 9, 10, and 11, Plate 3, show a typical form of hill

background and the relative merits of different positions for

siting the targets. In Figure 9, where the targets are sifced half

way up the slope, the hill background is a positive disadvantage
owing to the fact that ricochets off the ground just in front of

the targets may be expected to range over 2,000 yards ;
and also

to the fact that owing to the inclination of the line of sight, a

badly aimed high shot which does not go very far above the

targets has sufficient elevation to clear the hill and travel some
2,500 yards.

In Figure 10, where the targets are sited at the foot of the

slope and the line of sight is nearly level, there is much less risk

of a direct shot being fired at such an angle of elevation as to

travel 2,500 yards, as the rifle would have to be deflected upwards
through a considerably greater angle than would be the case on
a range sited as shown in Figure 9. Moreover, owing to the

comparatively level line of sight and therefore the greater angle
through which a bullet must be deflected after striking the

ground in order to travel far, long-ranging ricochets are less to
be feared when the targets are sited as shown in Figure 10.
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The hill, however, is not of any value even in this position.

Figure n shows the best position for the targets. On such a

site, the hill adds considerably to the value of the danger ana.
Hotto* Site.-\ hollow site is objectionable for the

following reasons :

The line of fire from the shorter distances must almo

variably be up hill, and the disadvantages of a range of this

section have been 4^"^ in paragraphs
16 and 19. A

target frame, moreover, suitably sited for tiring from the

shorter distances, is liable to be struck by a shot from the

longer distances.

For instance Plate 4, Figure 12. shows the section of a range,
and the lines of

sight
from the 200- and 600-yards firing

points. Figure 18 shows the same gallery and linen of sight
to a larger scale ; it will be apparent that the bottom portion
of the target is not visible from the 200-yards firing point.

Figure 14 shows an unsound method of overcoming this dc

by raising the target frames. This allow* the target to be

clearly seen, but it brings the iron frame of the target

apparatus dangerously near the line of fire from the 600-

yards firing point.

Figure 16 shows the result of building up a turf bank so as to

protect the head of the iron frame; the turf bank is only an
added source of danger, as it is not bullet proof, and bullets

are deflected downwards by it, and thus render the markers
liable to be struck by splinters off the target frames.

Figure 16 shows a way of neutralising these defects, by lowering
the frames and lengthening the legs of the target, but in this

case a specially deep frame would be required for the targets.

Lowering the frames and providing two sets ofwooden targets,
one set with long legs for use from the shorter ranges, the
other set with shorter legs for use from the longer ranees, is

a fair solution, and permits of the ordinary iron frame being
kept in use.
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In the case of existing ranges of the type under consideration,

the best solution, both as regards the safety of the markers
and the depth of the danger area required, appears to be to

employ the existing gallery for the longer ranges only, and to

build a new gallery near the bottom of the hill for use at

short ranges. The new gallery might be so sited that

practices can be fired simultaneously at short and long range.

21. For penetrable targets, whatever apparatus or pattern of

frame for holding the targets is to be adopted, the requirements
of the gallery (or marker's shelter) are practically the same,
the conditions to be fulfilled being :

(a) Height not less than 6 feet 6 inches.

(b) Ample protection to secure safety to markers.

(c) To facilitate marking, the markers should be able to see

the strike of the bullets on the stop butt.

(d) The roof of the gallery should slope slightly towards the

target, so as to avoid, as far as possible, ricochets from the

roof on to the target. A layer of earth (free from stones),

sand, or tan, lessens the chance of ricochets.

The crest of the gallery roof should be defined with a plank
on edge as shown in Plate 5, Figure 17, and care should be
taken to keep the gallery crest up to that limit, and to avoid
the formation of scoops under the targets as in Figure 18,
these scoops being a great source of danger owing to the

widely divergent ricochets caused by shots striking the sides

of the scoop.

(e) The bottom of the target when raised should be clearly seen
from all firing points.

22. Plates 7, 8, and 9 show types of galleries. Plates 7 and
8 are suitable for normal ranges, while Plate 9 is suitable for

very long ranges, or for ranges built in deep echelon, on which
the gallery is liable to be struck by ricochets from other ranges.
In this case a target store should be provided in the gallery
with a bullet-proof back wall and a ricochet-proof roof, the back
wall being further protected by an earth bank 3 feet thick at the
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top and the crest made up in the same way as the crest of the

gallery shewn in Mates 7, B, and 9. Three inches of concrete

H :uu|... protection for a horizontal roof of this description.
28. The actual level of the floor of the gallery with reference

surface of the ground will be for local consideration. It

'a necessary to keep the gallery as low as possible so as to

reduce the height of the stop butt, or to raise the former in order
for efficient drainage of the gallery and target trench.

It must be borne in mind that fewer ricochets are likely to

occur from a range on which the targets are some distanoe

above the ground level than when the gallery is so much sunk
that the targets are level with the ground.

It i evident that the greater number of low shots which
would ricochet off the ground in Hate 6, Figure 19, would be

caught by the marker's shelter in Figure 20, in which the
shelter stops practically all low shots except those which strike

the actual crest.

A very good arrangement as regards ricochets is to sink the

targets and cut out the ground between the gallery and the 100-

yard* firing point as in Figure 21, using the earth thus obtained
in the btop butt. This method, however, is more expensive

>u many eases is unsuitable on account of the nature of the

soil or difficulties in drainage.
Tin material with which the retaining wall and gallery are

constructed depends on local considerations and the permanency
or otherwise of the range. The retaining wall should, however,
be bullet proof, .<., of brick or concrete 9 inches thick, and must
be further protected by sand, earth, or other material not less

than 8 feet thick at the*
top.

The face of this material should be

sloped
at 2 in 8 towards the firing points.

See Plates 7 and a
25. The entrance to a sunken gallery should be by a ramp and

not by steps, the former being more convenient for removal of

targets and stores.

26. On certain sites a hillside may enable an artificial stop
buu to be dispensed with. In such cases the ground in rear of

the targets must rise at an angle of not less than 80 degrees
to the general level of the firing points.
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If the angle be less than 30 degrees the hillside should be

scarped from a height of 2 feet above the targets to 1 foot below

the lowest possible line of fire from the longest range firing point.

See Plate 6, Figure 22. In cases where an ample danger area is

provided this scarping is not absolutely necessary, and some form

of bullet catcher, see Plate 6, Figure 23, on the face of the hill-

side may be substituted if economy would be gained thereby.

Stepping the hillside, though cheaper than scarping in one cut,

is undesirable, as it tends to cause numerous and widely

diverging ricochets, but it is permissible, if the nature of the

ground is suitable and expense can be saved thereby, to form a

butt partly by excavation and partly by embankment, so long as

the faces of the excavation and bank are in the same plane.
27. On level sites where an artificial stop butt has to be

provided, the height of the stop butt will depend on the level of

the gallery and on the general lie of the ground ;
16 to 18 feet

may be taken as the normal height ;
25 feet should not be

exceeded. The stop butt should always show at least 2 feet

above a first class target from all the firing points. The
material and thickness of a stop butt are for local con-

sideration. The length should be such as to project 20 feet

beyond the outside edges of the flank targets, allowance being
made in its construction for wear and tear due to weather and
action of the bullets. If the only available site for the stop butt
and gallery is on marshy ground, incapable of carrying a heavy
earth stop butt, sloping steel plates may be used and special

target frames entailing a minimum of excavation should be
erected.

Full details of such a butt can be obtained from the Com-
mandant, School of Musketry, Hythe.

28. In a stop butt composed of earth, sand, or shingle, the
face need not be steeper than the natural slope of the material

;

a slope of 2 'in 3 is usually suitable. Layers of fascines placed at

right angles to the slope assist in its preservation.
29. The distance of the stop butt from the targets will depend

on the material used in its construction and on the nature of the
hillside.
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When formed of earth, sand or other toft material, it may
be placed

90 or 80 feet from the target* but if formed of shingle,
or hard material, it should not be placed nearer than 90 feet from

ill< ry, and sand bullet catcher* asshown in I'luu- 6 1 'igure28,
1 be provided behind every target.

80. For all new ranee* trenches or pita adapted to the pre-
>1 tiring positions should be

j minediatel'

of tin tiring pointo for uo in thoae practice* which are performed
Sf tables "A 1 tegular Force*,

Musketry Regulations, Part I.

81. The firing points should be on thf ground kvfl if poh
Raised platforms are not to be provided except in the case of

hollow or swampy sites or where the targets are not visible with
out them. In cases where they an -hi- width at the top

'

When an artificial stop butt has to be
provi.l.-.l

it may be

a question whether it will ! mrul to build up the

point* or increase the h no *top butts.

88. The lenc tiring point.* shou Id correspond with the
numhiT of targets and distance bet \\n-n th -in.

84. Each tiring point
must be accurately measured from the

target and indicated by a picket with the range painted on it.

pegs with the numbers of the targets being fixed on the firing
ids corresponding with the distance between the

targets.
86. On small ranges of only one or ions, temporary

ranges, or where lateral space is ample, w indmill targets may be

These targets are cheap ai

an- n itable to ordinary ranges owing to the extra

width
86. I'nder normal conditions tin- from centre to

of targets should be 12 t

most suitable target frame for normal sites is shown in

Plates 184, a, b and r. W.O.P.B. The follow - should be

ng these frames':

Miplete the side and < ml \\ali-. of tin- target pit and

prepare the bottom of the pit to reciixr tin- roiim-tr Moor.
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(ii) Bed 4 inch X 3 inch deal distance pieces, well tarred, as

shown in the plates, with their upper surfaces inch above the

finished level of the floor. Holes must be left at each end of the

distance pieces to receive the T-iroii uprights.

(iii) Erect the frame, care being taken to keep it perfectly plumb
and square. Then fill in the concrete round the foot of the

uprights and windstays.

(iv) Targets for these frames should be made of 3 inch X 2 inch

scantling.

(v) The friction wheels and main axles should always be kept
well oiled.

37. Ranges should be lettered and targets numbered from
the left (looking from the firing point).
Numbers should be made of wood and placed on the stop

butt in such a position that from the firing point each number
appears to be resting on its target.

38. A flagstaff, 30 feet high, should be erected in a conspicuous
place on or near the range for a large red flag, to notify that

firing is going on
;
a small flagstaff should also be fixed at one

end of the gallery, in order that a danger flag may be hoisted

from under cover when necessary.
39. A workshop will be required for the manufacture and

repair of targets. A corrugated iron building as shown in Plate 1

is suitable for a classification range of 16 sections.

A target store, if necessary, will generally be built as a con-
tinuation of the marker's gallery. A lean-to shed with back and
end walls of concrete and a corrugated iron roof will usually
suffice.

40. (a) To obtain full advantage of the gallery system, perma-
nent telephone communication is essential between the gallery
and the firing points.

(b) The telephone circuits should in all cases be metallic

circuits, and should as a rule be of 2-core lead covered and
armoured cable (cable electric B.2) buried at a depth of not less

than eighteen inches.

(c) One telephone is sufficient for an eight section range.
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(d) At the butts the connection will be made by mean* of
"
Boxes, plug single." At each firing point the cable will be led

into a Box. junction, clarification range." The cable should
run direct between the boxes without

joints.
The instruments used are Telephone sets portable

u ith Plugs jacl to connect them to the boxes.

If aerial lines are used they must be run so as to a

risk of mjut v from bullets; the Live wires should be continuous
and terminated on insulators at the ends, connections being teed
off at the various tiring points and butts, using suitable lengths
of the H.2 cable above mentioned, soldered to the live wires at

rarest pole. The armouring should not be removed from
that

portion
of the cable secured to the pol< ng to the

pole being carried out with metal straps or cleats. At the point
the conductors leave the top of the pole to connect to

thr li\( wires a length of about 8 feet of wood casing should be
fixed enclosing the armoured portion, and the free ends, from

. the armouring and lead covering has been removed, should
> through

"
Insulators, leading in

"
fixed to the casing.

(?) On some of the older ranges the plug boxes will not take
u-k \\ .!.. which is round; in these cases the flat

-
Plug jack O.P.O." should be used instead.

A full description of the instruments and stores above
i-d to is given in " Instructions in Army Telegraphy and

"

On ranges of a temporary nature, or where economy is

essential, mirrors as shown in Pinto 60 can be utilised in place of

telephones.
41. The best site for the gallery will usually be determined by

a consideration of paragraphs 16 and 19, as applied to the actual

area of ground available.

42. The
position

of the targets being taken as the datum
point, the nring points should be measured and picketed out,
and the ground level taken at the several points.

48. A diagram can then be prepared from which the level of

each firing point, the top of the target, and the height of the
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stop butt, can be determined ; the level of the gallery depends
on the height of the targets.

44. On ground falling towards the target it may not be

necessary to prepare any diagram, but where, on an apparently-
level site, even slight undulations exist, such a diagram will

greatly aid in the construction of the firing points, gallery, &c.,
and will help in the preparation of the estimate of cost.

45. In order to ascertain that all conditions have been complied
with, it is desirable, before work is actually taken in hand, to :

(a) Fix a dummy target, 1st class, in position for practice.

(b) Fix planks of timber to show level of top of markers'
shelter and stop butt.

(c) Fix pegs to show position and level of firing platform.
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CHAPTER III.

CONSTRUCTION OF 80-YARDS RANGES.
46. 80-yard* ranges for use with service ammunition have

been approved, having regard to the necessity of careful

dual instruction in rifle practice especially for indifferent

Mhoto throughout the year, and to the advantages which

practice with the Mi-vice cartridge possesses over that with the

miniature cartridge in accustoming men to the recoil and shock

-charge of the rifle and in admitting of rapid fire and snap-
shooting. They are also advantageous in the earlier period of

the soldier's instruction in oases where accommodation on open
classification ranges is limited, or to obviate the loss of time
involved in taking a recruit to such a range before ho has shown
on a 80-yards range that he has overcome common faults, such
as flinching from the recoil, snatching at the trigger, Ac.

47. These ranges) are suited to all situations and to all classes

of range practices, and should be constructed at all stations

where there are sufficient
troops

to justify the expenditure.
Detailed drawings can be had on application to the Com-

mandant, School of Musk
48. In the case of large garrisons it may be found necessary to

establish one or more ranges for general use, but it is desirable

that each corps should possess its own 80-yards range when

49. When not required for instructional firing, 80-yards ranges
may be used for company pra<

50. The procedure as regards the selection of sites for 80-yards
ranges will be generally similar to that laid down in paragraphs
9-15 for classification ranges.

61. Due considers be given to the noise caused by
the firing. This is considerably greater on a 80 yards range than
on an open range owing to the sound being thrown back by the
\\ JL
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: this reason inch a range should not be sited, if it can be

avoided, within 400 yards of private residential houses, hospitals,
'tor buildings of a similar nature from which complaints of

nuisance caused by the noise of firing might emanate.
It should be noted that, as the sound is thrown back by

all, greater discomfort from the noise is caused to occupants
of buildings behind the firing point than to those living in

iimtion of the line of fire. Therefore a site for a 80 yards
should afford a maximum of accessibility with a minimum
-ance from the noise of firing.

58. If compatible with other considerations, the direction of

th- line of fire should be so arranged that the ran will be behind
tin tirers at the time when firing usually takes place.

54. The 80 Yards range (vid* Plate 11) gives protection against
all shots fired within the following limits : Vertical deviation

"I degrees up and 1{ degrees down. Lateral deviation 15

dames to either aide.

This protection is considerably greater than that afforded by
the normal danger area on a classification range.

55. When a natural stop butt such as a vertical cliff, quarry, or

wall of the necessary dimensions is available, a range can b<

economically constructed by simply excavating a ricochet pit
as shewn in Plate 11. If this is impossible owing to the nature
of ihe irrouiul. the targets and the firing point should be raised to

a height of 6 feet above the ground level. The stop butt should
rtical and the targets should be placed close up to the foot

of the butt, as owing to the steep rise of ricochets at short ranges,
a cliff which is not quite vertical ceases to be effective in propor-
tion as the slope diminishes.
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CHAPTER IV.

FIELD PEACTICE RANGES.

06. General Considerations. In Part I Musketry Regulations,

1909, it is laid down that the general programme of field

practices should be arranged as follows :

(a) Individual field practices.

(b) Fire direction practices.

(c) Collective field practices, divided into :

(1) Exercises for half-companies and sections in fire

direction and application of collective fire.

(2) Standard tests of collective grouping and fire effect.

(3) Comparative demonstrations of fire effect and vulner-

ability.

(4) Exercises for companies designed to reproduce service

conditions as far as possible, and to illustrate tactical

principles.

57. A field firing area should therefore provide for the above

practices, and be designed so as to afford instruction of the

greatest possible number of men in the shortest time.

58. Ground to be suitable for field firing should possess a

variety of natural features, but better instruction can be obtained

on slightly undulating ground, on which there is, moreover, con-

siderably less risk of the occurrence of widely divergent or long
ranging ricochets, than on ground with more pronounced
characteristics. It is easy to find concealment behind well-

marked features, but to develop the powers to take full advantage
of slight undulations demands constant practice. It would
therefore appear that the best site for a field practice range is

on ground generally open and level, but possessing some inter-

sections and slight undulations of surface.

Marshy sites are unsuitable
; on rocky ground there is danger

of erratic ricochets and splinters, &c.
;
in thickly-wooded country

the view is impeded, and expense must be incurred in clearing.
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59. Danger .-irr.i. The danger area required for a field

practice range must be considerably larger than that of a classi-

fication range for the following reaaon* .

(i) There is no stop ban and consequently nearly every
bullet fired will ricochet.

I he line of fire in not always parallel to the axis of the

The targets appear at the ground level and this tends to
i :

. .,-.. i ,

Thus it * lerstood that for a field firing area on which

complete latitude as to the direction of fire can be allowed, a

large area of country is required. For an efficient field firing area
a tract of country at least 4,400 yards in diameter is necessary.
With such an area, on suitable ground 90 or more individual

field practice ranges capable of all being used simultaneously
could be sited radially round the circumference, using the centra
at a common danger area. This would enable units to have a
continual change of ground and by closing 2 or 8 adjacent ranges,
larger bodies oftroops could be exercised.

60. In ordinary circumstances the largest body of troops to be
.*ed will be two companies occupying a frontage of some 150

to 200 yards when firing at ranges of 1,400 yards and upwards.
61. The depth of area required for exercises of this nature is

identical with that necessary for an individual field practice range
but the width is greater.

62. In order to prevent excessive diverging fire an individual

field practice range for elementary field practices should be kept
as narrow as possible.

68. A range 600 yards long and 80 yards wide enable* about
i to be exercised at a time in the elementary practices and

1 5 to 20 in the more advanced practices at longer ranges.
The minimnm danger area for such a range is shewn on Plate 12.

The depth on nornm! level ground should be at least '-'

yards from the most advanced firing position. If, however, the

ground is undulating or hilly, so that the line of fire is at times
inclined upwards, a depth of 8,000 yards should be obtained.
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64. The minimum width required is 250 yards on each side

of the end of the range and 880 yards on each side at 1,100 to

2,500 yards behind the range.
On ranges provided with this minimum danger area the

greatest care must be exercised to prevent any diagonal firing,

even' man must only fire at targets directly opposite to him.

65. When the ground and other circumstances admit it is

advisable to obtain a sector of a circle of 3,500 yards radius and
60 degrees included angle for the range and its danger area.

When two or more ranges are to be sited on one area the same

principles apply as are laid down for classification ranges in

para. 18. Adjacent ranges must never be less than 250 yards
apart.

66. It is intended that the firers may advance anywhere
within the limits of the range itself.

67. For fire direction and collective fire practices when the

ground admits of it, targets may be erected in the danger area
in continuation of the axis of the range thus affording practice at

ranges up to 2,000 yards.
68. Construction. Stop-butts and galleries are not required.

It will merely be necessary to provide shelters for markers,
target stores, workshops, and accommodation, if necessary, for

range wardens. Shelters for markers on the individual field

practice ranges should be large enough to accommodate two men
sitting, should be built in inconspicuous positions, and, if possible,

entirely out of sight of the firers. They must be sited so that the

targets can be set up in front of and at a distance of from 5 to
1 yards from each shelter

;
these targets should be in full view

of both firers and markers, so that thav may be lowered when
hit ; see Plate 13.

69. The shelters should be arranged in pairs, so that four targets
may be worked from each pair of shelters in individual practices,
or eight in more advanced exercises. The lateral interval between
two shelters should be from 10 to 40 yards, and four or five pairs
of shelters at varying ranges should be placed on each range.
For use with the disappearing target shown in Plate 43, light
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wooden frames on which to place the targets should be fixed

close up to the shelters to enable tb< he position
of hits.

- desirable that each individual Held practice range ai

have a system of electrical communication, in order that the
director of the practice may be able to cause the target* to be
raised and lowered at will, and to enable the practice to be
carried out with a minimum of delay. The system should

normally be designed aa follows:

A bell operated by a generator from the directing post,
behind

the firing point, is required in each shelter to control the raising
and lowering of the targets. For the normal range * single
circuit with all the bells connected in parallel will suffice.

The main cable should be laid from the directing post dou n
the centre of the range. At each row of shelters branch cables

should be led off, leading to the shelters on either side of tbs

main cable.

A code of rings is arranged for raising and lowering the

targets, all the shelters in a row being operated together. When
more than five rows of shelters are required, they most be

arranged so that there are not more than five rows on one
circuit ; if this cannot be done, additional cables are required.

Where two or more ranges are controlled from one directing

post, it will generally be sufficient to have one generator onh ,

and to connect the generator to the cable required by means of

a switch.

It will usually be desirable to provide a telephone at

directing post, which can be c- I line when required,
to communicate with another telephone placed in any one

- in lieu of the bell in that shelter.

If the position of the shelters is liable to alteration, the branch
cables should be cut to the maximum lengths likely to be

required. The slack of the cable should be coiled in the i

buried.
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The stores required for a typical field practice range with

eleven shelters are :

Cable, electric,
" C 1," etc As required

Boxes, cable, rifle range
Brackets, bell or telephone ..

Bells, electric, magneto
" R "

Cases, bell, bracket

Generators, magneto "A"

5

12

10
10
1

Telephone sets, portable
" C "

co

plete with cells

Plugs, jack, W.D. ... 3

70. Each individual field practice range should be clearly
marked out by four posts, one on each side of the longest range

firing position and one on each side of the shortest range firing

position, beyond which no firing should be allowed.

71. Permanent firing positions and cover should not be erected.

Men should make use of features of the ground, and each
individual should construct cover for himself when natural cover
is not available ;

but this cover should be levelled before leaving
the range. Entrenching tools should be provided for this purpose.

72. A light hand cart is required on each range for transport
of targets. Sheds for field practice targets built of light corru-

gated iron sheets on wood framing should be provided at the
rate of 1 for each pair of individual field practice ranges.

73. Workshops for manufacture and repair of targets, built of

similar material, should be provided at suitable positions. Fifty
per cent, of spares should be stocked in order to obviate delay
through shortage of targets.

74. Plate 14 shows detail of a winding drum suitable for

working sledge targets as described in para. 172, and Plate 15
shows a suitable shelter so that the fatigue men working the
drum may be under cover.
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I. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

75. Miniature rifle clubs arc entitled to free inspection by
competent military authority of all their range*, provided
that they are affiliated to one of the rifle club associations to

which official recognition has been accorded.

The titles of all such organizations are communicated to

General Officers Commanding.

Secondary Schools are entitled to the free inspection of

ranges provided for the use of the School Rifle Club.

76. Miniature cartridge ranges will be established for the

Regular Forces at all depot* and will be administered by the

officer in charge of musketry duties.

The General Officers of Commands are authorized to

approve all miniature cartridge ranges constructed in accord-
ance with the instructions given in this pamphlet.

78. The inspection and approval of miniature cartridge ranges
constructed for rifle clubs or schools should only be undertaken
on application from the secretary of the society to which the

clubs are affiliated, or, in the case of secondary schools, from the
of the school.

79. Should there be anv doubt as to the safety of the range
the General Officer Commanding will refer direct to the Com-
mandant, School of Musketry, for his views and advice.

MM E
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80. Travelling expenses necessarily incurred by officers

engaged in the inspection of miniature cartridge ranges for

rifle clubs may be borne by army funds.

81. Formal approval of miniature cartridge ranges for rifle

clubs will be conveyed to the secretary of the society, or, in the

case of secondary schools, to the headmaster, by means of a

certificate, of which a copy is appended. (A.F. K 1314.)

II. INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSPECTION OF -220 KANGES.

(A) KANGES FOR KEGULAR TROOPS OR UNITS OF

THE TERRITORIAL ARMY.

82. When it is proposed to construct a new miniature

cartridge range for regular troops or units of the Territorial

Force, or to alter an existing one, the question will be submitted
to the General Officer Commanding, with a report on Army
Form K 1311 giving such information on the following points
as may be required, with due regard to local conditions :

For Outdoor and Indoor Ranges.

(i) Name and situation of range,
(ii) Detail of corps to use the range,
(iii) Length of range (in yards),

(iv) Number of targets to be provided.
(v) The system of marking to be adopted.

For Outdoor Ranges only.

(vi) If a danger area, over which it is proposed to obtain

firing rights, is to be obtained, the nature of the soil
and the length and breadth of the area is to be given,
and it should be stated
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OF CERTIFICATE AWAEDBD TO MINIATURE CARTRIDGE RANGES
For Office File No.

No.l,No.
CERTIFICATE.

SAFETY OF A MINIATUBE
CARTRIDGE RANGE.
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2ST

FOB SCHOOLS AKD 1:: 18 BKfBBBID TO 15 PAH A. 81.

Army Form K 1314.

CWtTIFICATB. Ho. 1.

or A UnrurrBX CAimunox HAWK.
Schedule of Man* and Document*

referred to below, marked with

Command 5ame of Range Plan*

Indoor or Outdoor_ Beport_
N u., -. rOWl r

.- N-..: '

Place Hub iBecre- f Other Paper*
hwj

The above range ha* been inspected, an, I. a* regard* the *tru-

arrangement*, which are *hown and derribM in the ami"\e-1 plan* and

Kep -r t. It conform* to the rule* laid don n a* to the safety of W. D. Manges of
iudlar character.

It i however, th .f all Kaages depends
not on|y upon structural considerations twit ! upon

*re and Skill at t mt*. and
B. Preeautlonarj measures regarding access to any Areas, Spaces,

i: v . r Pdb irl sthet 5 b -.1 UM i irgel 'r ihta : Ubeai
heiU Danger may be apprehended.

WhiNt the WarOBee aeoepU the responaiMlity of *drllng as to the
mge. and alo a* to the Precautionary Measures -

fl as the entire re*pon*ll.i
* and tor all

with theuM of the Kange, mu*tneceMar>ly r -t ,th

the owners and user* of th" Kange.
r attention I* drawn to the Gntrrai Comditiom* of Safety laid down

n of -J20 Kanp j*cia!
condition* embodied In the Report above mentioned, and also to the Ml..wing

M .No one shall be allowed to fire beyond * yard* who U not. In the opinion
of sosneonecompetent to judge. unViently akilled t-> justify hi* being allowed
.:- itleaferJhwges." Ms para, 41aueketrjReejeJei a.Tarti

-t'xxl th*tthlCertiflrA . <xi only so

long as t he arrangement* shown and described upon, and In the Plan* an<)

Report hereto annexed arc maintained. Any alteration in the Structural

Arrangements, made without reference to the ottce from which thi* Certifi-

cate Is issued, will render the Certificate mdl n :

Date of I Slgnt<:r-

Nun General I c Administration.

Whether Owner, aub SerreUry. ir Command.

InMtunUaafc-tyof th
IliMleii to tinder B "

cautionary Meaaorea."
othrr matter* connected with the
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(a) Whether the area is to be purchased or leased, or

whether firing rights only are to be obtained. In

the latter case the proposal is not to be submitted

until the consent of the owners or occupiers of the

land is secured.

(6) What arrangements are proposed for preventing

persons from entering the danger area while firing

is in progress,

(c) Whether the danger area is free from buildings,

railways, roads, paths, &c.

(vii) The length, height, thickness and material of the stop
butt.

(viii) A portion of a 6-inch Ordnance Map, shewing the range,

firing points, stop butt and danger area (if any),
contoured to 25 -foot interval, will accompany the

report, whether a danger area is proposed or not. The

map will include all ground within 1,000 yards in rear

of the butts and 100 yards outside the flank targets.

For Indoor Ranges only.

(ix) A pencil sketch (or plan and section) of the range is to be

attached, giving the heights of the walls and the section

of the roof. The position of all doors, windows, and

skylights should be shewn, and the material (giving

thicknesses) of which the building is composed should
be stated.

(x) The thickness and nature of the stop butt,

(xi) It should be stated whether all openings such as doors
and windows which it is necessary to protect are care-

fully and efficiently masked.

(xii) The arrangements made to guard against splinters,

(xiii) The lighting arrangements,
(xiv) The nature of the ground or floor of the range.
83. The General Officer Commanding will carefully consider

this report, and, if necessary, cause the range to be inspected by a



member of hi* staff. After satisfying himself that the instructions

for the construction of miniature cartridge range* contained
herein have been complied with, and that funds are available, he
will give sanction for the work to be carried out.

(B) RANOBB FOB HIFLE CLUB.

84. On receipt of an application from the secretary of one of

the societies or schools mentioned in paragraph* 1 and 2 for the

inspection of a miniature cartridge range designed for the use of

:i-. t hi- General Officer Commanding will arrange for the

inp-c!.n of the range by an officer of the regular forces.

This officer will *ut>nnt hi* report on the form specific*! in

paragraph
-

.;ng the plans and sketches ti

to, which will be prepared by him.

Approval will be given on the forms, and subject to the

conditions, specified
in paragraphs 81 and 88. In such eases

however, no financial questions arise.

III. '2*2 INril UIKLK8 AND AlMINO TUBES.

85. In selecting a rifle for use on a miniature range, a
pattern should be adopted which approximates as nearly as

possible in length, weight, M-ht :n- arrangements, bolt and trigger
i to the 8* ; It IH only if this principle is adhered

to that practice with miniature rifles can be looked on as a

satisfactory preliminary or accessory to practice with thr s>

:.!' .

A description of the service *22 inch short rifle and of the

aiming tubes suitable for use in a service rifle is appended.

Tk Short Hiflf. -22 inch liim-firf, Mark I.

86. The rifle isbored and chambered to take the rim-fire aiming
tube cartridge, Mark I ("long" -22), but is made to approximate



as closely as possible in weight and external appearance to the

Service Short rifle.

The rifling is segmental, of the Metford type.
The action of the mechanism is identical with that of the

service rifle except that the striker is eccentric to enable it to

explode the rim-fire cartridge. The bolt head is liable to fracture

and should not be brought back against the resisting shoulder

with unnecessary force.

No magazine is fitted, but the space for it in the bottom of the

body is left open, so that empty cases after extraction fall through
and there is no necessity to turn the rifle over to get rid of them.
The double pull-off is fitted, as in the Service Short rifle, and

the sights are the same as those of the latest pattern of that rifle,

viz., a blade foresight and a backsight with U notch, the latter

being fitted with a windgauge and with a fine adjustment for

giving small increases or decreases of elevation.

The long range (aperture and dial) sights are not fitted.

The bolt is removed for cleaning by drawing it back,

releasing the bolthead from the retaining spring by pressing
it upwards, and raising the bolthead as far as it will go. The
bolt can then be withdrawn.
The bolt is replaced by reversing this operation.
If it is necessary to strip the bolt, the bolthead will be

removed and the front end of the striker gripped in a vice
with suitable protecting claws. The cocking piece will then
be unscrewed from the striker. The bolthead must not be
used for stripping the bolt as is done with the Short Lee
Enfield service bolt.

Aiming Tubes for Short and Long Lee Enfield Rifles.

87. The tubes are of steel, rifled with eight flat-bottomed grooves.
As they are adapted for use with the rim-fire cartridge they can
only be used with the special bolt in which the striker is

eccentric.



The instruction* to be followed in fitting the tube* are M
follows :

Remove the bolt M described for th<> Short rifle, -22 inch.
ii. nut it th<> muxzle end of tin- lube and remove

the pun in. ul and leather washers. Insert tin- tube in the

barrel from tho breech end, placing it in -u.-h a position that the

projection on the en with the

extra. n the barrel. Replace the washers and screw the

nut up tightly by hand. Itoplarr the lolt.

If the tube is tixt-<i in the barrel the extractor on the

bolthoad should leave the sliding extractor of the tube nit. r

IGths of an inch from the face of the

clmmtxT. N . i hi- proper position may
r it unstTV in-able.

To ; it tube from the barrel, reverse these operations.
The bolt will be stripped in the sunn manner at the bolt i

short rifle, -22 inch 1

Cleaning *22 inch 7 Tuba.

88. As a foul rifle shoots \ v it is of the utmost

important rations of safety, that the barrel should
be frequently wiped out during use.

The brush will invariably bo inserted from the breech
If it in inserted from tl friction of the rod will

make the inu/zlc bell mouthed, thus causing inaccum

Thf War Office Miniat

80. The rifle is on the bolt principle and is about 4 inches

shorter and considerably lighter than the Service Short rifle,

bored and chambered to take the rim -tire aiming tube

cartridge. Mark 1 ri
The rifling M segmrntal. of tin- Mi-tford tvpe.

Though the bolt differs from that of the Short inch

ioualy described, the action of the mechanism is much
UK
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A magazine is fitted which holds 5 cartridges. In charging
the magazine the base of the cartridge is pressed down on the

magazine platform and the point of the bullet then allowed to

fall forward. Care must be taken that the base of the cart-

ridge is held down by the shoulders at the rear end of the

magazine.
The magazine is removed by pressing the catch which will be

found under the stock, between the magazine and the trigger

guard. The bottom of the magazine can be removed by sliding
it to the rear, when the spring and platform can be taken out.

The foresight is of blade pattern and is fitted with a hinged
sight protector, and the backsight has a U notch and a slide

which rests on a curved ramp and which can be adjusted to give

any elevation required. Lines are marked on the leaf shewing
the elevations necessary for 25, 50, 100, 150 and 200 yards. A
windgauge is fitted in the cap of the backsight and is adjusted by
milled head screws.

The bolt is removed for cleaning by pressing back the trigger
as far as it will go and withdrawing the bolt.

IV. -220 AMMUNITION.

90. The types of '220 ammunition made by different manu-
facturing firms vary considerably in power. It must be borne in
mind that the long ammunition, as generally used, containing
4 to 7 grains of powder and a bullet weighing 40 to 45 grains, with
a muzzle velocity of 900-1,300 feet per second, has considerable

power, and suitable precautions must be taken to ensure

complete safety.

The following penetrations have been observed with long
ammunition :

Soft deal . . 4 A inches
Oak 1$
Sand 8
Earth 5



inch steel plate is dented at 25 yard* and is penetrated by
evonti ahoU striking the same spot; bat it is proof against

_protection wl

i hr targets \" steel plate should be used.

occasional shots and gives quite sufficient protection when it i*

liable to be hit by accidental shots only. For a position directly

nches of fine shingle between boards is proof against -230
munimillion.

\.

91. An outdoor range i* un.louht, <l!y the ]**:

:uro cnrtriUv ninp. Tin- liphi is natural, the effect of

is appreciate*), an -ally are more
natural than on an indoor range. On the other hand practice

rfered with hy incleiiii nng can only
take place during the honrs of daylight. These disadvantages
can sometimes be overcome i n the firing point,

cessmry that much practice should take place
during winter evenings an indoor range should be provided
if possible in a \n outdoor range.

92. It will often be found possible to construct an .

range, \\ith \t-ry little \j>. MS, . in a disused quarry or chalk pit,

or against a cliff or blank wall. A range- on whu-h it is
proposed

to use -220 bore rifles must be pn
ith an dl.

stop butt or with a danger area behind the targets of the follow-

mentions: Depth (measured from the targets), 700 yards;
width. 80 yards on each side measured from the flank lines of
..r..

Thus, for a one-target range, the normal danger area measures
700 yards in depth h\ lm \.ir>U in width: hut for a range of

12 targets spaced at three foot intervals from centre to cent

normal danger area is 700 yards y 160 yards plus 11

X 8 (feet = 171 yards in wi'.i



93. It is necessary to obtain the consent in writing of all

the owners or tenants of the land in this danger area to the

construction of the range, and steps must be taken to see that

no person enters the danger area while firing is in progress.

94. The area should contain no dwelling houses nor should

it be crossed by any main road or other channel along which
there is considerable traffic. Lesser roads, paths, rights of way,
&c., along which there is little traffic,' do not constitute an
absolute objection to a range, but they are very undesirable,
as look-out men with flags have to be provided to watch them
while firing is going on, and firing must be stopped while

persons are within the danger area. These conditions, though
at times easily obtainable in the outskirts of country villages,

are, as a rule, impracticable in the outskirts of towns, where
resort must be had either to a large stop butt or to a closed-in

range. Although when a danger area is available, a stop butt
is not an absolute necessity, it is very desirable, and should be at

least 6 feet high and 5 feet clear outside the flank targets. It

should be borne in mind that the chief source of danger on all

ranges is the ricochet and every effort should be made to catch
all bullets at the target.

95. Where no danger area is available, an open range up to
1 00 yards in length may be constructed provided that a stop butt
of the following dimensions be provided.

For ranges not exceeding 50 yards in length :

Height 12 feet, width 6 feet clear on either side measured from
the flank lines of fire.

For ranges exceeding 50 yards, but not exceeding 100 vards in

length :

Height 15 feet, width 10 feet clear on either side. In the
latter case when the country for 700 yards behind the stop butt
is open and there are no houses or main roads behind the butt
within that distance, the dimensions given above for the stop
butt may be reduced at the discretion of the inspecting officer to
12 and 8 feet respectively.



Thus for * 100 yard range in a populous district with 6 target*.
8 feet apart from centre to centre, a stop butt 15 feet high and
85 feet long would be neoenary.

96. It must be clearly understood that the dimensions given
above for the stop butu are minimum dimensions and

discipline must always be exercised at the firing points to avoid
all risk of accident. If possible, it is advisable to somewhat
increase these measurements, especially

when the ground behind
the stop butt is much frequented.

97. When an artificial
stop

butt is necessary, it may be
constructed of any convenient bullet proof material. A brick or
concrete wall, a foot of earth or sand, 6 inches of v

hcs of shingle or granite drippings held between planks,
old sleepers or other material, or ft-inch steel plate on timber

supports, are all proof against occasional shots. Additional
should in all cases be given immediately round the

targets for a distance of at least one foot radius from their centres.

of nn inch steel plate will soon be penetrated if

.ually hit on the same spot. This \tn pr iy be

pn-viilcc! for by means of a bullet catcher of inclined steel plates
on the louvre system or an additional J-inch plate or a box filled

*hingle, gravel or sand.

98. The main feature upon which the safety of these ranges
depends i> :cal butt situated immediately bfhin

targets. If the butt is not vertical, but consists of a sloping bank
of earth, or if the vertical hutt in situated 10 or 20 .1 the

targets, the factor of safety is considerably reduced both as

regards the angle of safety agn < r the top
id also as regards the angle of safety

against ricochets which have struck the ground just short of the

targf his latter factor which is most frequently
looked and which needs special attention.

99. If a natural bank or cliff is used as a stop butt, the targets
should be placed as near to the foot of the slope as possible. The
slope of the ground should not be less than thre< for a

required stop butt. To ascertain this
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height, erect a 12 or 15 foot rod (as the case may be) vertically

at the targets and note the point where a straight line drawn
from the ground level at the nearest firing point through the top
of the rod cuts the bank. (See Plate 16.)

To be equivalent to a vertical stop butt, the slope must be at

least 3/2 from the targets to the point thus found.

100. If the total effective height of the hill, i.e., the perpendicular
distance from the line of sight produced to the top of the hill,

exceeds 80 feet the range may be considered safe provided that

the slope of the ground exceeds 1/1.

101. The line of sight should if possible be level or slightly
downhill. Eanges with uphill lines of sight require extra

precautions and should be avoided. If other considerations

permit, the targets should face South to obtain a good light.

Other circumstances may sometimes call for special precautions.
For instance, suppose that, on a site on level ground, it were
desired to place the stop butt against a main road and fire

towards the road, and suppose the boundary of that road to be
an ordinary hedge or a wire fence. Any traffic passing by would
be absolutely safe while it was behind the butt, but might be hit

by an accidental shot right or left, and though such an accidental

shot would not merit consideration in the open country, it is

absolutely necessary to provide against it where a main road is

close behind the butts. The site in question would therefore be
a most undesirable one. If, however, the road was bounded by
a 9-foot wall extending some distance right and left of the

targets, there would then be no objection to the site provided
that the usual 12 or 15 feet of height over the prescribed width
was provided, since all traffic on the road close behind the butts
would be completely defiladed by the 9-foot boundary wall.

102. Firing through loopholes or screens of any sort is to be

deprecated. Such erections hamper the firer in the free use of
his rifle, and interfere with his view of the targets. Bullets will

often ricochet off their edges.
103. Members of rifle clubs should always be given careful

instruction in aiming and snapping with an empty rifle before

being allowed to fire.
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104. No ineiiil* r without experience should be f>

n a range at a greater distant yards, AIM
lilted on am miniature cartridge range, unprovided

with a danger area, al a greater distance than 100 yards.
No member should bo allowed to fire at a greater distance

than 2."> yards until he has
passed

a teat of proficiency in shoot*

ing at thin distance, conducted by a committee of the club

officials, and has received a certificate to that effect.

The required standard should be 20 consecutive hits on a
target ni\ inches diamct

nous forms of travelling target carriers are on the

market, by means of which one set of targets can be sent down
to ih- the other set is brought to the firing point for

106. For ranges up to 25 yards this is the most suitable

arrangen.. wise marking can be carried out by means of

Classes or telescopes.
l"7. i , r l..ni;, r ranges a pit may be sunk or A mantlet erected

for the marker, but unless great care is exercised, this system is

a fruitful source of accidents.

10a On all ranges the centres of .the targets should be :

feet above ground level and the firing points should be rni>

* to lessen the chances of ricochets off the floor <>

109. The ground of the range should bo kept smooth and free

from irregularities such as large stones, clumps of turf.

>chets. Long gra.

tativi IK ami its growth should be encouraged u

possible. For short ranges asphalte or smooth r< >

' nt surface for a range, as bullets rise and diverge
slightly off such material.

MOB
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VL TVPUS OF OUTDOOR RANGES,

110. Plato 17 i a reproduction of a portion of a 6- inch

Ordnance Map, having marked on it three proposed site* for

miniature
range*,

which are intended for use without large

top butt*. Thcfto site* are marked A, H and C, and in each
eaee the position of the target* ia shown by a plain lino, and

on of the proposed line of fire by an arrow. The
boundaries of the danger areas, viz. : 700 yards in depth and
80 yards in width beyond the flank lines of fire, are in each
eaee drawn in in 'lotted lines.

111. Of the above throe proposals site A is the most undesir-
able for the following reasons: There is a main road crossing

a at about 850 yards behind the targets, there is

also a footpath crossing it diagonally, though . and
finally there is a block of houses quite close to the boundary of

1anger area. In this case, although firing rights might be

obtained from the owner* of the fields actually in the danger area,
1 have to be stopped while person* were crossing

longer area either by the main road or \>\ the footpath, and
this would probably necessitate the

;
look-

out nun \Mth Hags near the road and path in question in order

to signal to tht : . v persons w ere about to cross.

But besides the delay and m.
is always a p ting an open range with its

boundaries close up to buildings. there are probably
ircn who cannot be kept away from the danger area.

1 12. As regards B, this proposal is a material in it on
A ; there are no footpaths crossing the danger area, although
there is one private cart road which leads

to.
a copse but does not

go beyond ; doubtless arrangements could be made so that this

road should not be used while firing was going on.

This site, although it is such a* might be passed were there no
.- site available. desirable one, since

the main road on the south and the footpath (which is a
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convenient short-cut to the village) are much used, and are not

very far from, and extend practically all along, the lateral

boundaries of the danger area.

113. Site C is far the best of the three : the line of fire is well

away from any houses or main roads, and the three paths shown

are private paths, not rights of way, and can be closed by the

owner of the wood.

114. Sites B and C are good examples of cases where, if no

danger area were obtained and a large stop butt were erected, the

height of the stop butt for a 100 yards range might safely be

reduced to 12 feet. On site A this reduction would not be

advisable.

115. Plate 18 is an example of an outdoor range having a hill

stop butt. Contours are shown at 10-foot vertical interval. On
such a site as this it is desirable to have two separate lines of

fire. The line of fire from the 100 yards firing point to the

targets is quite satisfactory as such, and a firing point at 50 yards
can also be erected on the same line, since as the 100 yards firing

point is well above the 100-foot level a clear view is obtained

from each firing point. But, as has been mentioned before, an

uphill line of sight is always undesirable. If the 50 yards firing

platform is 3 feet above ground, thus bringing the rifle of a firer

to the 93-foot level, and the targets are, say, at 102 feet (i.e., 3

feet above ground level), then there is a rise of 9 feet in 50 yards
or of 3 in 50. Now the 150-foot contour may be taken as the

crest of the hill in this case, and is 48 feet above the targets and
about 40 feet behind them

;
the value of this hill background is

therefore reduced only by rather less than 3 feet when considered
from the 50 yards firing point. A 25 yards firing point, however,
situated on the same line, unless it was built up considerably,
would have a line of sight rising over 10 feet in 25 yards ;

consequently a bullet which was aimed left and low would
probably ricochet over the left shoulder of the spur.

116. By placing the 25 yards firing point on the extremity of

the ridge, as shewn at level 105, a much safer line of fire is

obtained, bringing the higher portion of the hill directly behind
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the target*, and with the line of fire slightly down hill. A
further advantage obtainable in this ease would be that firing at

both distances could go on simultaneously.

117. Plir 25 yards firing point near the 100-foot

contour on tin- right of the axis of the long range would not be

nearly so satisfactory as placing it on the ridge, since the line of

fire would be along the side of the hill and there would be a greater

tendency both for direct shots and especially for ricochets to

escape by clearing the spur of the hill to the left of the target*.

1 1 *. Plate 19 is a section of the ground shewn on Plate 18 taken
the axis of the range from the 100 yards fin > the

target*. This section shows clearly the difference in the value
of tin- hill wlu-n the 50 yards firing point is in use as compared
with iu value when firing is < . the same

J.'i yards from the targets, C and D six

I possible ricochets from the 50 yards and 25 yards

1 19. Plate 20 shews how some of the advantages of an indoor

range, as regards independence of weather condition
i those of an outdoor range 1>\ building a small

shed over the firing point and leaving ti range

open.
The front of this hh. m Is tin targets, is made

either with large folding doors or removable
j.

. nit-ntly still, with :i rolling si ;i as is used for shop
\\nulo\\s; u slightly raised tiring platform is provided so as to

briiu ! a tiri-r i ; about
.-lies from r of

ill probal- lit 6 inches above the ground
. a platform about 1 foot high will usually sufli-

glass ^hould U i .n tiu- biick of the shed, and
also in the side if possible, so as to admit all the light obtai

to the sights of tin- ritl. i 1: -.. .uld in fact be u-

ease to utilise t mgth of both hides of th

th< top of the brick wall up to tin- the eaves

ing extra windows.
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120. The end wall over the targets is raised to a height of

12 feet by fixing deal scantlings, at about 4 feet interval,

vertically to the wall. Planks are nailed to these and the

intervening space filled up with 3 inches or more of fine

shingle.
121. Wings should be provided as shewn in Plate 20. As these

are only liable to be struck by glancing shots or ricochets, 1" of

timber is sufficient for their construction.

VII. INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONSTRUCTING INDOOR EANGES.

122. Indoor ranges, if suitable lighting arrangements are made,
can be used for firing at night almost, as satisfactorily as by day.
On this account an indoor range is invaluable for Territorial units

which have difficulty in practising during the daytime. An indoor

range can as a rule be constructed in an existing building such as

a drill hall, corridor, swimming bath or any large room, or

a special building may be erected. 25 yards is the most suitable

length and in no case should the length be less than 15 yards.
123. The same degree of safety must be provided for indoor as

for outdoor ranges.
Therefore for a 25 yards range, the wall which acts as a stop

butt must be rendered bullet proof for a height of 12 feet and for

a width 6 feet clear of the flank lines of fire. For a 15 yards range
these dimensions may be reduced to 8 and 4 feet respectively.
This protection as a rule can be more easily provided on an indoor
than on an outdoor range. All doors and windows in the stop
butt within the dimensions given above must be properly masked.
An l/8th inch steel shutter, which is proof against occasional

shots, is the simplest method of protecting such openings. A
screen of 3 inches of shingle or granite chippings between boards
is also suitable. An ordinary plaster ceiling, a tile or slate roof or
a one inch wooden floor may all be considered bullet proof as they



are only liable to be struck by glancing shots or ricochet*

doors and windows in the side walls within an angle of 6 degree*
of the line of fin-, through which it is possible for a direct shot to

escape from the room, most be protected. This will seldom be

necessary owing to the thickiu-H* of the walls, and when provided
need only consist of a one inch wooden si .u ordinary
one inch solid wooden door in the side walls requires no extra

I-:- At*! : ..

124. Corrugated iron is by no means proof against *220

ammunition even in the side walls of a building, as owing to the

corrugations it is possible for a bullet to strike the metal almost

perpendicularly,
and HO all corrugated iron within 5 degrees <

f fire must receive extra protection. One inch planking will

the side walls.

All metal which is liable to be struck by bullets should be

faced with wo> This applies enix cmlly to

a steel stop but: niblc damage will

_ blocks back*

plnte form a good stop b blocks can easily ! replaced
i li'lrd with lead.

126. Travelling targets should generally be used on indoor

ranges, thus obviating the necessity for anyone to go in front of

i
.

. t ..-.-.

127. A* much light as possible, i i above, should
be admitted at the target end. When artificial light is used, the

targets should be strongly lig! means of a row of lamps
reflectors placed in front of and above the targets and

arranged so as to throw the light down. If the lamps are placed
below the targets, c ible will be ex

the mirage or heated air rising from the lamps. This does not

apply to is, which line be placed below the

targets as footlights.

128. For firing at service targets a diffused light is required at

the firing point, also, if possible, from above. A strong light on
one aide should be avoided, as this lights up one side only of the
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foresight. For elementary shooting at fixed bullseye targets little

or no light is required at the firing point. The intermediate

portion of the range requires no illumination. The lamps at the

targets must be protected by a steel plate or other means.

VIII. TYPES OF INDOOR KANGES.

129. Plate 21 is an example of a range fitted up in a corridor

of a school. The doors on the right of the range must be locked

on the inside while firing is in progress. The window on the

right of the range is outside the 5-degree limit and needs no

protection ;
the one on the left is within the limit, and if the

cloakroom is used during rifle practice the window must be

provided with a 1-inch wooden shutter, or be protected by a

4-inch square post as shown in Plate 22. This quite defilades

the window from a shot fired 5 degrees off the target. The edge
of such a screen should never come within one foot of the direct

line of fire.

130. The door on the right of the range near the targets being
1 ^-inch thick and set back in the wall so far that it is impossible
to hit it except by ricochets or splinters, needs no protection.
If the door were flush with the inside face of the wall, and
therefore liable to be struck by a direct shot, it would still be
bullet proof, as it is 1^-inch thick in the thinnest part, and only
liable to be struck at a very fine angle.

131. The main points of danger on this range are the two

passages, one at each end of the corridor. Permanent doors to

these would be expensive, and probably objectionable to the
school authorities, but it is necessary to place such an obstruc-
tion in them as would prevent any boy from rushing straight
into the line of fire

;
the simplest method in this case would be

to arrange a barricade of three or four forms or a double row of

chairs, &c., with a sentry on the far side of the barricade to warn
any one attempting to cross it.
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PLATE 23.

Firing PlatFor



-'. As regards the marker, on this range be is sheltered from
t shots by the corner of the wall, but if there is any stone,

ironwork, or other hard material about near the targets, it will

i- nee.- >u-cl him from splinter*. A sheet of cor-

rugat ! a Here* id suffice;
i Id be an advantage to provide it with a small window of

h plate glass. Th must, of course, be pro
with a red flag, or similar signal, to put up before he comes out

188. The bullet catcher for a corridor range such as this might
well consist of timber alone, some 6 inches thick and of a
it and width sufficient to catch th. of bullets. Thin

object would be obtained by extending it 1 foot above and 1

irgetM and 2 feet clear to the right and left of the o

targets. Further protection to the wall might be given by a
; thickness of wood facing, rising 6 feet from th. ri-

ot clear of the tlank targets. This is d--

'y to prevent damage to the wall, which. I* in.: "t 1 1 -inch

brickwork, is in itself amply bullet jv It timber
bullet cat( -d with a: u' steel p
in Figure 7, Plate 34, substituted. If the Mix.

of butt causes considerable damage from splinter.-* of bullet

a flat box about 6 inches deep and 8 feet square filled with

shingle, as shewn in Figure 6, Plate 24, would be more suitable.

184. Plate 28 is an example of an indoor range in a building in-

d for use solely for miniature rifle shooting. It will be seen
that ample light has been provided for at the firing point end.

and also over the
targets,

but no windows are provided down tin-

sides of the range. It should also be noted that the windows at

the sides of the tiring point are kept some 6 feet above the gi

ntilators .-d along the foot of the side walls,

and a large ventilator on the ridge of the roof to cam away all

the smoke caused by the firing.
185. Any ordinary roof may be considered bullet proof, since it

k obliquely except at the far end. where
liable to be hit practically at ri^ht an

MM
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the roof is, therefore, protected by boarding up the nearest truss

with 1^-inch boards on each side, and carrying these boards low

enough down to preclude the possibility of the end slopes of the

roof being penetrated by bullets.

136. The design of roof at the target end is somewhat expensive,
but permits of the light being thrown directly on the targets from
the slope of the roof opposite them, wrhich slope may be almost

entirely of glass ;
it would have been somewhat cheaper to con-

tinue the one ridge of the roof all the way down the building,

having a gable end over the targets, and to provide two large

skylights, one on each side of the roof and each about 8 feet wide

by about 5 feet in depth. The end of the skylight nearest the

targets should not come within 6 feet of the back wall so as to

avoid danger of broken glass from back splash ;
and the skylights

should, of course, be protected from direct shots by boarding up
the truss next them on the firing point side. It is desirable to

whitewash, or paint with white paint, the side of the truss to-

wards the targets so that as much light as possible may be
reflected on to them.

IX. DETAILS.

137. For ranges of 25 yards or under it will possibly be most
convenient to have the targets mounted on one of the travelling
wire systems, so that no marker is required. For longer
ranges, however, markers' shelters will usually be more con-
venient. Figure 1, Plate 24, shows a portable iron marker's
mantlet for use in an indoor range.
The mantlet shewn in the design is constructed of two sheets

of ^-inch sheet iron riveted on to an ordinary angle iron upright
of 1-inch by 1-inch by -inch section. The sheets may be of

any stock width obtainable, approximately 2 feet.

It is intended to be placed so that the angle iron is towards
the firing point ; consequently a bullet either hits the corner of
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the angle iron, which has ample renisting power, or else it

-heel*. Thii nmiiti' an be
< room HO a* to save space. It is beet

ird with a neat, ami when M> i . if desired, be
hut in this ca*e the top of the

I- timl < xposm^j himself o\< t th- t

18K te 24, shews another form >f portable fhfrHwr

Constructed on thr principle of tin- nlnmi \ dotneatic ntep ladder.

inchcM by 8 f

nearest stock aixo obtAinal . inountrtl on <t . nml
KM! with li^ht

iiii^'l
2-inrh wcMxU-i

nml
'

-H. which alao cairy a acat for tin

umrkti. 1 1 run )>< '..i.i.-i up Hat ui ;>ecial

preen iust be taken as regards rie*M-hrth off thaw
lets

1H9. Figure 8, Plate 24. hewj a type of ^1 n nn

ont<loor range; this typ<
> in miitahlf for use with

powerful ilrM'riptioiK of mini tn<l is socially
ioor ranges with f

over. It may be eonstr

given an internal width infnrtablc

. luTonjino^lutioti for two mark'--

. r thiin tlio^- pro-.- iitij; room, hi

more convenient.

most
effective form- of hulli It is shewn against a 9- inch
hrick wall, but it in. used against -i form
of Stop butt, whether of tin , .irtln n hank, u

or any oth r t .ing eases filh.1

\\ it h sitnd. stiingle or granite ehippin^s. T)i< -^ case

ipper ease, winch is

>p of,

l>ack of. the lower ea*c. and in also tilled. The sand,
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shingle, &c., is piled in front of it on the lower box so as to form,

a slope, as steep as it will stand. The targets should be placed at

such a level that bullets passing through the centre of the target
will strike the centre of this slope. The result of this is that the

great majority of bullets strike the slope and do no damage at all,

while a small proportion hit the bottom of the upper box and the

top edge of the lower box. This latter is easily repaired from
time to time by the simple expedient of nailing a fresh strip of

wood 011 to the old part ;
the damage to the upper box is as a

rule immaterial, as the material settles down and fills up the

holes, but does not run away, as it is held up by the front edge
of the lower box.

Figure 5, Plate 24, is a design utilising the same idea of the

sloping beam of material behind the bulls-eye, but in this design
it is held up by boards fixed in position by uprights and struts.

Figure 6, Plate 24, shews an ordinary flat packing case, the

lid being firmly nailed on and one of the sides knocked out and
filled with dry sand up to the top.

Figure 7, Plate 24, shews how a sheet of iron -inch thick may be
fixed so as to be proof against repeated hitting, and also so as to

throw all bullets down on to the floor. This arrangement prevents
windows being broken by the splintered bullets, as frequently
happens when a vertical steel butt is used. When this type of

bullet catcher is used, it is desirable to protect both the foot of the
wall and that part of the floor nearest the wall, say for a width
of 15 inches, with iron plate not less than T

x
ff
inch thick, as

otherwise the continual splinters thrown down by the sloping

plate will do a considerable amount of damage.
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PLATE 27.
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111. All targets (including those for aiming und drill purposes),

range apparatus, and range stores, the issue of wh..

^ulations, will be supplied through the Royal

All target*, telephones, and other uioveable W.D. stores

will be handed over to the senior range warden, who will be
. I'M - v ; ,

.

its using rifle ranges will receive from and return to

range warden, daily, all targets and other moveablc stores

1 1 1. The senior range warden will keep a record of all damage
or loftH, in order that the cost may be charged to mdi\idual

rps responsible. Fair wear and tear is excepted.

II. TUK 1 IKIXO AND AIMING RESTS.

14."i. The tiring rest (Plate 2.' and the aiming rests (Plates 26

iibulary stores. .^ rest is used in early

ng exercises, the recruit thus supporting hi-

wlnl.st the instructor oorrecU M uitn..ut eausing him
W fatigue. It is employed in the early practices .,

'

. ..-..-.:.! . , in :. -,! :._ . ::.. l<. , ,' ., :'H .. ...'.
rest his rifle wi ustructor ng the alignment of

sights by means of the aim corrector, or when snapping at the
.

'

;
-

; .:.....
To use the aiming rest (Plate 26) pla<

clips of the uioveable arm, screw u, until it causes
.ovcable arm to be hold tin

rifle steadily, but not so t^'it'^ tn.n







PLATE 28.



<>f the rifle without too.

r.\\. \fxt screw up the b.

tctices can then be earn* 'urthcr mi
>f the lever*.

bottom screw lever becoming jamm* .1 it

may be rclcast-<l ppomte to

ic hand* of a Hock.
i screw lever* hhould be slackened when the reet b done

\viih for the d

Plate 27) is uaed for instruct. on m
table rest oiminc and trigger pressing, and f-.r M the

ill A i

u corrector consist* of a small

provided with t\\ cross grooves for t!
'

.

.uid slides on a

msofatij
It : -28

shews the method '

I th clip and the glass.
The aim corrector is used for the inst; aits,

and of bad and . who
may stand or lie oo either side of the tirer, to see in the glass the

:i the

trigger is pressed. It in .f the

the glass to be to t),< ri n'ht :
< d at,

. t\\f Irft. and '

l\. TARGETS FOB PRELIMINARY TRAIN

147. A liberal provision of targets for aiming and firing in-

Btructi.-n. imp: . and fire

control
practices,

will be made for the in-

should consist of one or more elein

numerous figure targets similar to those used for field practices.

1MB U
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148. The full-length figure, when used for aiming instruction,

will have a black bullseye on a white ground fixed to the feet as

shown hi Plate 29.

149. The kneeling and prone field practice figures (Plates 89
and 40) should also be used for practices in aiming, and for

development of eyesight.
150. Plates 80 and 31 represent targets suitable for use in

aiming and fire control exercises.

Plate 80 shows a simple target consisting of a number of

prone figures made of cardboard, and stiffened with light

battens, any number of which can be raised and lowered as

required by means of strings.
The target shown on Plate 31 consists of a light pole which

is carried breast high by a fatigueman, at its centre. On
either side are attached three or more full figures. The upper
portions of the figures are made of veneer or wire framework
covered with canvas, the lower portion being simply canvas

weighted at the bottom and stiffened by light transverse battens.

These targets at a distance of 400 yards and upwards represent

very realistically infantry in attack. The fatiguemen with
the targets lie down between the rushes, and the prone figures

only are then visible.

V. TARGETS FOR 30 YARDS RANGES.

151. Elementary Bull's-eye and Figure Targets. The
elementary bull's-eye and figure targets for use in instructional

practices on the 30 yards' range should be similar to those used on
the classification range, but reduced to the correct scale, e.g., the

target to represent a first class elementary target at 300 yards,
should be ^ full size, i.e., 7'2 inches square, inner 4'8 inches

diameter, bull 2'4 inches diameter.
The size of the targets will vary from 14'4 inches square

(second class elementary at 100 yards) to 3*6 inches square
(first class elementary or figure target at 600 yards).

152. Long Eange Sighting Target. (Plate 32.) This consists
of a wooden frame made of 3 inches by ^ inch deal battens, clamped
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at tin

with IJli.rh win- nail*. T: portion of ihr ?r

I with canvas or \Villi-nd*n Paper, and o*er thb ami *ln
inbarof thcframi-whitrpMritpajlai, A M

bottom bar of the frninr. and another similar bullVyr b pasted
tin- !.,.::.:, i <>f the upper portion of thr fratur. {flack

horizontal lines are pasted on the upper
those on the right aide of the frame repre.
which a bullr: should rise when
with thr *. k'ht sot for 500,800, 1.000

And thorn* on the left the height to which bullet

lower hnl. ild rise when the si^hu rr ** for 1^00 or
Mnls r , s, ,1 the range b 5

targets are set u on a woolle

I.HOU

The targets are set up on a woollen* rail,

bank of t) yards from the firing point, and
rticnl In | stay fixed to a pin in the side of the

target, and to a picket driven in the ground about 4 fset behind.

range sighting target can br u*cd wit I

.liMim.iry testing of the sighting of a

to the classification range for the ordinary course, so that any
em.r. in th,- M-ht.ng can be allowed for; this b espertaUv useful

the classification range b at some distance, or when far

an\ other reason the time available on the open range for the

clas*r ractices b limited. The chief use of this target.
nsnre close grouping of collective fire at medium

and long ranges; since it > imposnible to produce nHe by
marhincn which will all shoot exactly alike. ami it t also

impossible to sight all rifies under similar weather

long ranges, the 80 yards' range and long range si

affot means of enabling the firer to lr*rn to

t-\u nt hi> rirt- .liirt-rv from the normal and to adiuet it

ingly, with the remilt that the beaten sonss in collective fire can

be considerably reduced in depth.

158. Th kooUng Target eonsbts of a

mounted oil pivots, and worked by a lever pulled by ai
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the firing point ; a counter weight causes the return action
;
small

cardboard figures are fitted into slots on the bar so as to appear
and disappear, as the string is pulled or released.

This target can be used for accustoming the firer to shoot

quickly at a comparatively indistinct figure which is only
exposed for a limited time ; as the firer becomes more expert, so

the time of exposure can be reduced.
154. Tlie Rapid Fire Falling Targets are made of stout

cardboard in sets of four pivoted on a horizontal wooden
bar so that if struck by a bullet they fall over. Two wooden
levers worked by strings from the firing point are provided,
the one to raise the figures up, and tne other to lower
them when the time limit has expired, if they have not been
struck by a bullet. The cardboard figures and the horizontal bar
are provided with staples so that the figures can be easily removed
or replaced by pulling out the wire nail which forms the pivot.
In attaching the strings to work the levers, it should be noted
that the string for the back lever should pass over the front lever

and the horizonal bar on which the figures are pivoted ; whereas
the other string should pass underneath the front lever, round the

small pulley and back to the same lever. (Plate 33.)
When in use the figures should be raised by pulling on the back

lever string gently ; as soon as the lever has brought the figures
to an upright position the string should be released, when the

lever will fall of its own weight. To lower the figures pull the

front lever string and release as before. Care should be taken not
to keep the strings taut, as the levers then cannot fall and may be

damaged by being struck by a bullet. Normally the levers and
frames are under cover.

These targets are useful for attaining proficiency in rapid fire

combined with changing the point of aim, each firer having four

figure targets to hit.

155. Crossing Target Apparatus. This consists of two tele-

graph wires stretched across the range under cover. Small wooden
carriers spaced at 6 feet intervals slide along these wires when
pulled by strings from the firing point. Figure targets are provided
to fit into these carriers. (Plate 34.)
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PLATE 14.





These target* afford practice in firing at ohjaoti crotainf the
front. T ibe figures and th rale of iru

been .vulated.

A arousing horseman at 800 yard* travelling al 12 mile* an
a figure target about

.in*; ill* 6-foot run in about ty MC
15C These targets consist .f printed or

painted landscape* >n cam as on woodrn fm
lo,iK and aboir *2round of the lanoWaM
-!i. ul. I rcprcoont nature Iran than l.flOO varda

i!lt

olain white paper ncreen, A feet Minarr. is placed dirvcllj
tho lnnl ' the

thr Innrl^mpr. The
. hack nlopr of th- nroohrl pil whrir it

an well M th ! the tame mannerM deacribad for the

long range ii;htini< targeta. The lending features of Ike landaeapt
;>e roughly outlined in p. ten-en at a height akov

positi..,, M, .tccordaaicc with U
- vntion. ded to adopt.
able huiiUcapc* for these target* are pruduccd in

poster form, ilinnunions C>4)inahes by 4"

Whrn flu v anMed in the manner described above, the top and
bottom portions should be folded back to produce A

inches by 24 inches.

158. When firing nt landscape targets the sighting elevation no
.MY shMui.l i,t- not lefts thai) 1

- U, so that all boDeta
n-ithont damaging the landscape Hull.

If nt range** 'Is,

. ide narrower, as the bullet will n<

If t)i. fiimncin!

fired at directly wHh no

Thi-M- to practice the rapid indication and

rapid nml accurate adjustment of eights,
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use of long range and dial sights, collective fire, choice of targets
for individual fire, and use of field glasses.

159. Skirmishing Targets. These targets consist of a series of

targets of various figures, full length, kneeling, prone, cavalry,
machine guns, &c., correctly scaled and with the outline of the

figures drawn above as described for the landscape targets.

The targets are mounted on a long strip of canvas on two

rollers, so arranged that the figures can be shown in quick
succession, one target only appearing at a time.

Suitable targets may be made representing infantry advancing
from 600 to 200 yards, a full length, a kneeling, and a prone

figure being shown at each 100 yards.

These targets afford practice in judging distance by the visual

angle, rapid adjustment of sights and choice of target for

individual fire. The target is controlled from the firing point
and each figure may be exposed for any desired period of time.

VI. MACHINE- GUN TARGETS.

160. For the machine gun, the 30 yards' range offers great
facilities ; there is a very great deal of purely mechanical work
in the handling of a machine gun for which it is quite

unnecessary to go to an open area ; the 30 yards' range targets
offer a quicker and more certain method by which faults may be

detected and corrected.

161. Long Range Sighting Target. A target similar to that

used for adjusting the rifle sights may also be used for adjusting the

sights of the machine gun, or for obtaining a definite knowledge
of its error from the normal, an error which can then be allowed

for. It must be borne in mind, however, that if the machine gun
is placed nearer to or further from the target than 25 yards the

heights of the lines above the bull's-eye aimed at must be adjusted

accordingly. It must also be remembered that single shots or

groups of two or three shots must on no account be used for this

purpose, since nearly all machine guns shoot differently when
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firing tingle round, or very small groom or whea
group*. Groups of at least five rounds should be fin

ndtcap* Target*. These UTRCU may be MM! firstly, far

ingle guns, to accustom the firrrs to laying ao an
mark such as a feature of ground ; for practice in quickly

us the sights and ranging correctly; for iravrnung Art,
either lateral or vertical ; or a combination of both.

they may be ued for pm the collective Are of two
four machine gun* a lateral or in vertical distribution
of fire, or in nnv combination of fire .uch as might be required

Beeping u <-a of ground mid to be occupied.
these target* may be used for indirect ore, when not

position aimed at should be indicated on the upper
target, in order that the correct elevation for that poeition may be

i, but also a rectangle should be drawn above it to represent
the unseen area of ground which it is intended to swsey. For
instance, a battalion in quarter column is said to be Udder

-M the ground; the crest in front of them is used as an

aiming mark, and is estimated to be about 900 yards in front of

the objective. The diagram target indicates this crest at such a

height above the crest in the landscape aimed at as will represent,

ay, a range of 1 ,600 yards. The proper position then for the

centre of the cone of fire for 1.NQO yards will be about 16 inches

above the crest line in the diagram, and allowing for an error of

50 yards in range, and of 20 yards laterally in locating the

objective, it will be desired to sweep the area extending over a
total width of 40 yards, and total depth of 100 yards. This will

be represented on the target by a rectangle some 8 inches hith

bv 2 feet wid. rectangl.
12 inches above the mark indicating the aiming point.

162. Stantfa <rgtt This target is an ordinary first

class target 6 feet square, face ite paper.

Along the bottom edge of the target is pasted a row of full

ngth brown figures 8|Inches high on a green and grey bark-

ground. A brown band 80 inches by 8) inches is placed 14ft
above the feet of the figures on the left and a brown square IS

inches by 1'J inches at a similar height on the right.
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In the left hand upper corner a similar row of figures and band
3 feet long are placed at a slope of 1 in 4. (Plate 85.)

For firing at this target the normal sighting for the gun should
be 800 yards, the object of the firer being to place all his shots

in the brown bands while aiming at the lines of figures.

This target enables the whole of the Part I, Table C practices
to be earned out.

It is also useful for showing the extent of the cone of fire of a

machine gun and the extraordinarily close grouping of the shots

when the gun is properly handled.

VII. TABGETS FOR CLASSIFICATION RANGES.

163. Elementary targets are of two classes :

1st Class. 2nd Class.

Size of target ,
;'.. 6 by 6 feet 4 by 4 feet.

Diameter of bullseye 2^ feet 8-inch black

disc and 12-inch

invisible scoring ring.
Inner 4 feet 2 feet.

Outer Remainder of target.

For use with the Hythe pattern target frames, the targets
should be made of 3-inch by 2-inch scantling, with the sides

extended 2 feet 6-inch, so as to fit into the iron carriers.

Triangular pieces of elm ^-inch thick, cut out of 11 -inch

planks, should be nailed and clenched at the four corners to

stiffen the frame, which is covered with canvas stretched and
fastened with 2-inch flat-headed tacks.

164. Figure targets are of two classes (see Plate 36). The

targets will be covered with paper of two diilerent colours, green,
brown or grey as decided by general officers commanding. The

figure placed centrally will be brown. The figure on the 1st

Class target will be that shewn in Plate 40, and that on the 2nd
Class target, that shewn in Plate 41.
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should then be attached to the pole* of
ich engage on the rail, and are of treat
.ationa in working these target* Tboy

166. Plates 89, 40, and 42, shew
figures for snapshooting practices. They

irds, and mounted on an 8-foot pole, so thai they emu be
shewn above the gallery.

nerete roofs to the galleries, half a briek
< rut from tlu- mer crest of the gallery, and a light rail

placed there. Hooks
Basing figures, which

u*iHintir<> in windy Mluat

also ensure that the same amount of the target is

:: -

VII I. TAEOITS FOR KIRLD PBUCTICM.

166. To obtain the best inntraction by rneana of elementary field

practice* each individual should be given a separate target and
nncd of the results of each shot which he fires.

Disappearing targets should be used almost exofasi

These conditions can beet be satisfied by means of penetrable
targets (sew Plates 48, 44, 46 and 46), worked by markers to

shelters, and set up at a distance between 6 and 10 yards in front

167. Plate 48 shews a brown prone figure, on a coloured back
id measuring 8' 6" by 8' 6", for use to Noa. 1 and 2
idu.il Fi.-M Practices.

A hit on the figure i* indicated by lowering and
the target by means of a cord. Hits on other parts of the

are shown by the marker by means of a small disc on a

.el is made of 8- 1 J- deal battens, clamped at

. r uith pieces of the same material, covered with

rind paper in the same way as the instructional figure

Two strings should be used to ensure steady working to

pull the target up and another to lower it,

K..r this target it is advisable to construct a light framework in

front of the markerV
.-.larter figures < Plat.

ted as in Plate -14 or fitted with levers as
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in Plate 45, prone figures similarly fitted with levers, and
alternative figures (Plate 46), are suitable for more advanced
field practices, and can be used to represent an enemy appearing
from behind cover, advancing or retreating. The method
employed in the latter case is to set up lines of the three-quarter

figures at different distances. To represent an advancing enemy,
the line furthest from the firers is raised, either simultaneously
or man by man, for the tune that would be taken to advance
to the next position ; after an interval the procedure is then

repeated with the next line and so on. For a retreating enemy,
the action is reversed.

169. Figures mounted as in Plate 44 should not be fired upon
at distances less than 400 yards. They may be operated in dry
weather from a distance as great as 300 yards from the pit.
When several lines are used to represent an enemy appearing
from behind cover, unless they are placed in echelon, the legs
of those at short ranges obscure partially the view of those
at longer distances.

170. The number and arrangement of targets will exercise a

very great influence on the value of collective field practices.

Generally speaking, the frontage of the target formation or

position should be approximately equal to the frontage of the

firers
; in attack practices the target may represent the heads of

defending troops behind cover or appearing at intervals above a

parapet: there may be loopholes, bushes, machine guns, or
similar objectives. In defence practices they should consist of

full-length figures, exposed for short periods, to represent an

advancing firing line, and heads and shoulders or kneeling

figures to represent the same line halted in a fire position or long

grass. The target shown in plate 46 combines the standing and

prone figures.

171. The number of the figures should bear relation to the

scheme, firing lines in defence practices containing about one

figure per yard at distances below 1,000 yards, and having
intervals of about two paces between figures at longer ranges.
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PLATE 49.

SLEDGE TO CARRY ADVANCING-INFANTRY TARGETS.

Sca/e si

separated by / VfiMJMWe-pieces

four Figures are carried

as Targets-

Galvanized Corrugated [

/rorrsalO
r
.

t
Sheefs 18Gauge \V



In attack practice* the figure targets repr
be fewer in number than the firerm. The
represent a squad, section, or otfa

ing targets can be constructed by
itfe runners or rails.

Plate 49 shews a form of sledge, to

feet loaf, bant up at the ends so a* to tide over
K of the ground, and joined tofeibsr with ttrirt

ra, which also serve as sockets to -carry the

men in motion. It is made of

iron, each In

deal scantlings, which also serve as sockets to carry
targets. It is drawn U means of finch flexible wire rope by a

bom :x men working a winding dram; 400 varde is

a convenient length of run, and over rough or u

civee a realistic effect. Hauling apparatus k,

factory except for crossing targeta, and in war targeta are

exposed to view for more than a few seconds at A time ;

and retirement are therefore better simulated by regulating the

expo*^ il length and prone figure*, according to the time

occur liking a short rush forward, or a retiretneal. and
; ie between such movement*. Unless targets

electrically operated are available, tt is. therefore, necessary to

tie a numb* r of marker*' piu if the effect of a continuous
advance or retirement is to be produced, and from these piu a

considerable number of disappearing targets may be UQHtroBed

by a :

178. ColUDsiUe targets are of steel (Plate 47), earthenware, or

rial h<
" "

light material held in position by a latch or similar

till struck by a bullet (Plate l

They are of great value for teaching the oteernation of

timing the first effective shot, comparative teats of vol

and accuracy, and in many other forms of training. They also

field practice*.

Their use can be much extended if they are mounted as

disappearing as well as collapsible targets (Plate -

174. The practice of requiring
unite to arrange Urgete or

positions for others to fire at, or during a skirmish to place bead



and shoulder targets on the ground to represent themselves in

position at any temporary halt has been found to stimulate
interest.

175. Falling or collapsible targets are of great value in all field

practices and may be used with advantage in casualty com-

petitions designed to test the relative abilities of two firing lines,

which simultaneously fire at separate sets of targets representing
their opponents. Each man is represented by a target placed in

front of the opposing firing line and becomes a casualty if that

target falls.

In this way superiority of fire is soon established by one line

or the other, and fire ceases.

The mounting of collapsible targets on shafts to enable them
to be operated also as disappearing targets requires much care,
so that any jar which might cause the targets to collapse

prematurely may be avoided.

176. If steel falling targets are used they should be sited in

anticipation of danger from ricochets. They should not be placed
on or near the firing points of an ordinary classification range,

especially when other ranges are in proximity on either side.

They may, as a rule, be placed on the face of a stop butt, but
never on the roof of a gallery, and not in ordinary circumstances
on the crest of a stop butt.

177. Steel falling targets will always be provided with small

wooden rests, so constructed that the targets must fall when hit.

An iron target may otherwise turn when hit without falling, and
cause dangerous ricochets.

178. The visibility of targets in collective field practices must
not be exaggerated ;

it is the void of the battlefield which causes
the greatest difficulties in fire direction. In standard tests of

fire effect or vulnerability it is generally desirable, for purposes of

record and future comparison, to provide most favourable con-

ditions of weather, light, visibility, known range and ample
arrangement, but in tests of fire direction, control, and discipline,
service conditions are indispensable. With or without firing,

study of the visibility of fire positions, head cover, machine



gun*. Ac., should form a mod important part of training by
means of field practice*.

thi* reason defensive positions should. as a rule, be

prepared by one unit, as an exercise in screening dsfamn, for
' r unit to stuck. If the targets are invisible iherr

be the more reason for advancing under covering fire

position
whence the targets can be made out. and Are oesmJ

nore favourable to flre effect,

d that full details as to the
inent of collective fieltl practices are available, the reel

much useful information for comparative purposes and
The superficial area, therefor*, of the targets should

befallrecorded, and company officers should always be
a descriptive lint, showing the number and
available for their nee, with their superficial area.

180. It U often desirable to ose
order to obtain adequate information as to the position of the
micli-us of tin- fire cone with reference to the point of ain

this case tho additional
"

targets may be regarded as bullet

catcher* and should nut be exposed to view ; the number of hits

obtained on them would be recorded apart from those on the
tactical ><

ochets also should be recorded
separately,

as their number
varies according to conditions of ground.

In d.-.-p formations it will be necessary to space Hnes of

targets from each other according to the angle of descent of MM
bullets, so that direct double hits may be avoided.

182. Rectangular canvas screens should be provided on all

field practice ranees.

Ac., should be made of

should be one yard high and made in lengths of

There should be sufficient screens to form three rows, each 40 feet

188. Figure targets arc. as a rule, made of wood or cardboard ;

figure-shaped tilts, made at small cost for competitions, pool
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shooting, Ac., are safe and useful collapsible targets ; numerous

patterns of collapsible targets depending on the action of springs
and catches are available, and disappearing targets, operated by
electricity, are very useful on ranges insufficiently provided with
markers' pits, as a means of meeting difficulties when markers
are scarce.

184. Canvas dummies stuffed with straw should be provided
for tests of oblique or enfilade fire.

Mirrors may be arranged to represent the flash of field guns.

Special targets should also be constructed of wood to represent

accurately field guns, machine guns, mounted figures, &c.

In paras. 198 and 199 is a list of targets and appliances
which on demand should be provided on ranges used for field

practices for trained soldiers.

IX. MIRRORS.

- 185. Plate 50 shews a pattern of double reflecting mirror for use

on field practice ranges, or on classification ranges where there

are no telephones. This apparatus is fixed with its top glass

facing the firing point and just clear of the roof of the shelter.

The glasses are adjustable so that the marker can by looking in

the lower glass, see what is taking place on the range reflected

in the upper glass

X. TARGETS FOR MINIATURE CARTRIDGE RANGES.

186. The object of miniature rifle shooting is training for war.
It is in no sense a final training but it is a useful and economical
preparation for service shooting, especially useful where range
accommodation is distant or altogether lacking.

187. The following branches of musketry training can be dealt
with to considerable advantage on a miniature cartridge range if

suitable targets are provided :

1. Discernment of service targets.
2. Choice of targets for individual fire.

3. Rapid and accurate adjustment of sights.
4. Accuracy and rapidity of aim.
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7. Adaptation ,,f r. ., positions to all forms of eoter.
8. Aiming off for * m i

9. Training of rye*
10. Regulation, dWuon and control of ftrr.

11. Principle of mutod nssistancr

PeaajpUou and recognition of difficult target*.
'

r rffliH ghnir
14. Night firing.

1 -*. At on the open m.^-r. elementary instruction may at Ant
be given by mean* of hullsrye UrgeU mluctd to the cor

he target for a 25 vanU range repreatntin K the ted Claw
el inentary target at 200 yank on an open range, would be

85/200 -*l/8th full ceuoare. The flgnr* targeto
dhotiM similarly be reduced to tcale in line correct colour*.

Them* targeta can be purchased correctly coloured and inaliil

for various ranges from aeveral finna.

189. The Ions range sighting target, the snap shooting and

falling targets, the crossing target, the landscape target and the

skirmishing target as described for the 80 yards range, may all be

adapted for the miniature cartridge range.
190. For indoor ranges a landscape background can be

arranged with advantage, and this may be supplemenUd by a
canvas or wooden foreground, also painted. Plat* 51 ghnes an
illustration of a miniature range of this type, which i* in use at

the Royal Engineer Depot. Chatham. It will be noticed that

the two markers' shelter* (from which also the moving targets
are worked) are designed so as to represent a blockhouse and a

191. It will be found dcirable to have that portion of the

landscape which is immediately in rvar of the bulUrvr targets

prepared on 8 inch planking, and so arranged as to be easily

replaced and repainted when shot away ; or the sand slope, as

described in the previous chapters, may be utilised
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192. If preferred, a bank of clay or sand extending from side

to side of the range, and about 4 or 5 feet high may be sub-

stituted for the painted landscape.
This will rarely be possible, however, in indoor ranges, unless

on the ground floor, owing to the weight and dampness of the

clay. This earth bank may be arranged to represent a landscape.
Portions can be wooded and roads, entrenchments, building and
even streams imitated.

This type of background is easily repairable, and can be altered

so as to give variety.
193. Cardboard coloured models of infantry, cavalry, and all

arms, designed to scale, can, with a little ingenuity, be used as

either stationary or moving targets on such backgrounds.
194. The chief obstacle to the use of such targets will be found

in making satisfactory lighting arrangements for night work.
The range, of which the illustration is given, is lighted electrically.

Figure targets, coloured as in life, seen against a natural back-

ground, though easily distinguished in daylight, will be found

very hard to see at night, unless brilliantly illuminated by
"
foot-

lights
" and side-lights.

In the construction of all such backgrounds, no iron work or

stones should be used in places where it would be possible for

bullet splashes to injure the markers.
195. For rifle clubs, for voluntary practice, and competitions,

the use of such targets will be found to give additional interest,

and, provided the model figures are carefully constructed to scale,

a considerable amount of training to the firer.

196. Care must be taken that moving targets are made to

move at the apparent rate of movement for the range at which
the fire is supposed to be delivered.

Thus (a) a 6-foot man marching across the range at an assumed
distance of 500 yards, will (vide paragraph 69), be represented by
a model 3'6 inches high on a 26 yards range.
A man marching moves at the rate of 100 yards a minute.

The model must therefore move at

100 X 25
TTTT yards per minute = 5 yards per minute.



A mounted man 8 feet high, at an
900 yards, is repreeented by a model I foot high on a f5
range. If galloping at ):> miles per hour aeroes the range he
movee at the rate of 440 yards per minute). The model most
therefore move at

440 X ?5H
or approximately. 1 yanl per eecood.

197. In teaching the correct deflection allowances to be
: i ling off f iiovcmrii

at various distances, the
windgjange may be used .

of the instructor to maki

actually necessary aft V yards r

between t) rli k-ht of the btillrt at 25 yanb and that fur

.11 range.

XI \l:in l.^ "f *MRI.

198. The following stock of targets should be provided
f

an eight-section range, (ii) an individual field practice rang*

<i) 1st Class Elementary targets 10
I tt M - *

1st o targets
2n.l

Crossing figures on poles ...

10

'isappearing e!

/res

kneeling ... 40

| figure*
Alternative disappearing figures

or steel plates * ith brackets W
90

Screen*. 1

tiguree ... 80
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199. The following articles, required for musketry purposes,
are to be obtained from the A.O.D.

Article.



900. Other article* authortatd for
enumerated above, an speeUUd to the Behiteln of Harrack
Furniture and

901. Special contract, have been made for the avpplj of the
: -. : / '

'

:. ., !. -, . .

bythelLB.
\ r : i<-. By wtma evpolled. ---

Target, for 30 yard* raoge

Dieappeariog and oroviag
flfttrea for ditto

Cardboard & paper article.

Target frame* 'ilyth*

p. 1Urn -

; ing King*
K!l,n Steef pUlea f

k. Bright 18lb

FUing Steel platea \-

Slba -1
Tile. and

covered iffure if by 12-

byl
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INDEX.

PARA.

Aim corrector, description of ..-;. .. .. 146

Aiming rest, use of . . . . . . . . . . . . 145

Aiming tubes and -22in. rifles, cleaning of
;

".'.' . . . . 88

Aiming tubes, description of . . . . . . . . . . 87

Ammunition, -220 long, penetration of .. ..
'

".'. .. 90

Angle, mean, of rise of bullet after first ricochet. . . . . . 19

Angle of safety for siting classification ranges . . . . . . 18
Associations

Kifle clubs to be affiliated to 75
Rifle club, titles of ..

;

.. 75

B J

Background
Hill, effective height of .. 8 19

Hill, value of 19

Landscape for miniature cartridge ranges . . . . 190
Miniature cartridge ranges, effective height of . . . . 100

Ball aiming rest .. .. .. .. . <
''

,
;
i .. 145

Barrack furniture schedules, articles specified in . . . . 200
Board-

Not required to report in certain cases 15

On range for Territorial Force . . . . . . . . 15

On W.D. range, proposed construction 9

To inspect and report on site of proposed W.D.
range 10

To inspect W.D. range when completed . . . . . . 13

Bullet catcher
Miniature cartridge range .. .. .. .. 133,140
On face of hill side 26

Butts (See Stop butt).



Carrier,! tot, 196 It?
Cart, ban range. prorWonoT 7f
Certificate of Mfety of M.C. range*

And P.P range loek ol urgeu lor lit

>nu. length o<

Bjtbe pattern frame* for

Ltngtlfof ..

Or field practio* rmoK, groood for. dU 10
Or rtld nracUw raOft. W.P

propoal . .

'- !

Site on level dry groond 1*
Territorial Fore. procedure rtfajrtflaf profneaU for . .

Cleai rtHM and aimioff tube* . 08
CleanlmeMof rmaftt. rMpoadMlity (or . .

Closing of range to be reported to War Ofllce . 14>,.:., '

|1S

Commandant. School of Moaketrr. reference ID . IS. 15. T9
C.B.E.. range wardens under orders of . f

elect range wardens S

-ctor. aim. dencriptlon of !

Cover on clajaifleation range, firing from I- . . SO
Cover permanent, on P.P. range*, not required . 71

Covered firing i aigea advanleeeol US
(.'routing target apparatus, deeeription of. . IM

Damage or loea, range warden's record of 144

Danger area

ining rangee. arrangrment to redn^r .IS
ClaaiificaUon mnge dimentmr

rangr^dinwnaiotisrvqaired
'



76 INDEX.

Danger area cont. PARA.

Full, for classification ranges, with hill background . . 19

Full, when it may be dispensed with . . . . . . 19

Outdoor, M.C. ranges 92
Outdoor. M.C. ranges, butt in lieu of . . . . . . 95

Danger flag on target gallery . . . . . . . . . 38

Date when range is taken into use or closed to be reported . . 14

Datum for firing points, position of targets as . . . . . . 42

Definitions of various ranges in use . . . . . . . . 8

Depots, M.C. ranges to be provided at . . . . . . 76

Design of range, technical difficulties in . . . . . . 12, 15, 79

Diagram
An aid in construction . . . . . . . . . . 44

Of ground falling towards targets . . . . . . . . 44

Of levels of classification range . . . . . . . . 43

Discipline at firing points of M.C. range . . w<> . . . . 96
Distance travelled by bullet after first ricochet 19

Divergent ricochets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

Diverging fire on F.P. ranges, prevention of . . . . . . 62

Dummies, canvas, use of, as tests . . . . . . . . 184

E

Echelon, galleries in, object of . . . . . . . . . . 18
Electrical-

Communication for F.P. range, provision of . . . . 69

Communication instructions for providing . . . . 40

Instruments and stores . . . . . . . . . . 40
Stores for F.P. range 69

Elementary bull's eye and figure targets, description of . . 151

Engineer service, charge, provision, and maintenance of

appliances an 1

Engineers, Royal, range requisites provided by . . . . . . 201

Equipment regulations, musketry articles specified in . . . . 200
Estimate of cost of construction of ranges, etc. . . . . 1 1, 15, 44
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Firing points PARA.

Alternative to raising. . . . . . . . . . . . 32
Covered, for M.C. ranges . . . . . . . . . . 119

Diagram of ground level of . . . . . . . . . . 43
Indicated by pickets . . . . . . . . . . . . 34

Length of 33
Measured from targets . . . . . . . . . . 34
Position of targets as datum for . . . . . . . . 42

Telephone to connect with gallery . . . .

"

. . . . 40
To be on ground level if possible . . . . ... . . 31

W.D. range, minor repairs to .. .. .. .. 2
Width at top 31

Flagstaffs, on range, erection of . . . . 38

Frames, target
Distance apart 36
For marshy ground . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
For normal sites, erection of ..

<! v.
: -

.. .. 36

Hythe pattern . . . . 163

G
Galleries

In echelon, object of placing . . . . . . . . 18

Lateral distance between . . . . . . . . . . 18

Gallery
And firing points, telephone to connect . . . . . . 40
For penetrable targets, requirements of 21

Materials for constructing .. .... .', .. 24
On marshy ground . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
Selection for site, how determined . . . . . . . . 41

Sunken, entrance to . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Ground level

At firing points, diagram of.. .. .. .. .. 43

Firing points to be on, if possible 31

Height of M.C. targets above 42, 108

Hand cart for F. P. range, provision of 72
Hill background, value of 19 100
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Hill stop butt, examp
'

. range with 115
t*i nop . *

Hire of Und for W.I) rangt
Hollow iu>. why objectionable

Hjthe pattern Urget frame* HJ

1

Indoor M.C. range*. (& M.C. ring** )

Inspecting ofltoer's travelling iiptmai . . *..

: :

87 Board of W.D. mo** 10
M r ng for hfl club.

Of M.C. rmoffor8oodary8cbooU .. -<

lastroeUoo on M.C. ranfw. pr.Iiminary . . 1U

Land fur W. D. mop, enqnlri** r^fardlnji

Landacapa
Background for M.C. rang. .. lit
TarU, dMcripUon of 156. 161

Tan*! ob4ainabU from tt trad* . .

Line of tight, uphill . on outdoor M C. ram 101
!

'

1
'.- '

!

' 10
1

109

M
Muchioe gun targeU -

Map of range to aceorapanj \Jf. K 1809 . .

Marker*' shelter* OB M.C. range* 117

Marking K.r.ranKr. It
Metal from hatta. collection of

-.,-::.
Application for intpection of 7

Approve , 77

Bullet catcher for 140

Definition of

For Regular* or ootdure
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Miniature cartridge range cont. PARA.

For rifle club, approval on A.F. K 1314 81
For rifle club, plan to accompany A.F K.1311 . . . . 84

Height of targets above ground level . . . . . . 108

Inspection of, for Kifle Club or Secondary School 75, 84

Landscape, background for . . . . . . . . . . 190

Landscape, targets for . . . . . . . . . . 156

Lighting arrangements 127
Reference to Commandment, S. of M. . . . . . . 79

Safety requirements for .. .. '*?':
'

.. .. 128
Selection of rifle for . . . . . . . . . . . . 85

Shooting, objects of 186
Test for members of rifle club . . . . . . . 104
30 yards range targets, adapted for 189
To be provided at all depots 76

Travelling expenses of inspecting officer 80

Miniature cartridge range (indoor)
Construction of instructions for .. .. .. .. 122

Examples of .. .. ..*".. .. .. .. 129

Length of 122

Travelling targets for .. ,, ... v

-

105,126,137
Miniature cartridge range (outdoor)

Advantages and disadvantages of . . ..-,+ .. .. 91
Butts in lieu of danger area . . 95
Construction of, instructions for .. -v * 91

Danger area required . . . . . . . . . . . . 92
Dimensions of stop butt . . . . . . . . . . 95
Effective height of hill background 100

Firing rights over danger area . . . . . .' . . 93

Loopholes or screens not required . . . . . . . . 102
Markers' shelters .. .. .. j^. 137

Marking arrangements . . . . . . . . . . 106
Position of targets on stop butt .. .. .. .. 99
Site without large stop butt .. .. .. .. ..110
Stop butt, construction of . . . . . . . . . . 97
Targets to face south .. .. .... .. .. 101

Wings to stop butt, provision of . . . . . . . . 121
With covered flring point 119
With hill stop butt, example of 115
With uphill line of sight .. .. .. .. ..101
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Noi* of firing on 80 yard* range* . . 61

Numbering of target* 3 :
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Platform*. rai**d. firing, for M.C. rangw . . lit

rm*. raiawi. firing, whan to h* provided II

Policy a* to provision or reoon**nxtion of rangat .



82 INDEX.

Practice PABA.

Company, on 30 yards range . . . . . . . . 49

Field, collective, conduct and arrangement of . . . . 179

Field, service conditions for 178
For field practice range . . ..... . . . . 56

On 30 yards range, advantages of 46

Snapshooting, figures for .. ..165
Proposals

For new M.C. ranges for Regulars or T.F. . 82

For new Territorial Force ranges. Procedure . . . . 15

For new W.D. ranges. Procedure .. ... .. 9

R

Ranges
Adjoining, arrangement of

,
to reduce danger area .. 18

Allotment of 7

Alterations not affecting safety . . . . . . . . 15

Apparatus and stores supplied through R.E 141

F.P. list of appliances 198

Flagstaffs, erection of > . . . . . . . . . 38

Lettering of . . 37

M.C., reference to Commandant, School of

Musketry . . . . 79

Proposal for, information to be included in report

by Board .. . . -O., 10

Rifle, definitions of various 8

Taken into use or closed, date to be reported to W.D. . . 14

W.D., apparatus, care and repair of .. .. .. 2

W.D., appliances, provision and maintenance of . . 1

W.D., care of, by range wardens 2

W.D., cleanliness of, responsibility for .. .. .. 6

W.D., in charge of R.E 1

W.D., details of proposed, on A.F. K 1309 . . . . 10

W.D., proposals for, procedure regarding 9

W.D., stores for, issue and custody of . . . . . . 2
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3

Safety PARA.

And completeness of range, board to report on . . . 13

Of adjoining ranges, arrangement to secure
Of M. C. ranges, provision of

Of range, repairs and alterations not affecting

Secondary School, inspection of range for

Scarping hillside, preferable to stepping
Schedules of Barrack Furniture, musketry articles in

Screens

Canvas, for F.P. ranges, provision of

Or loopholes not required on -220" range . .

Sheds and workshops for F.P. targets
Shelters for markers on M.C. ranges
Shooting, minature rifle, objects of ..

' !

*..:
v '

18
123
15
75
26

200

182
102
72
137
185

Site for

Classification range .,"' ;'." .. .. "'"'..'' v 16
F.P, range .. .. .

:

. .' ..
M/

. 68

Gallery
J

.. .. .. 41
M.C. ranges without large stop butt 110
30 yards range 60
W.D. range, inspection by board .. ..

J
.. .. 20

Site, hollow, why objectionable .. .. -'l':
1

'^.. 20

Skirmishing targets 159

Sledge for moving target, description of 172

Snapshooting
Targets, description of .. .. '.V

1 ''

.. .. 163
Practices, figures for . . . . 165

Staffs, special for musketry camps . . . . . . . . . . 7
Steel falling targets

Siting of 176
Wooden rests for 177

Stepping hillside, permissible in certain cases ..'' ..' .. 26

Stop butt-
Alternative to raising . . . . . . . . . . 32

Artificial, hillside in lieu of 26
Artificial, normal dimensions of . . . . . . 27
Classification range, construction . . . . . . . . 11
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Slop I

Diagram shewing height of . .

Distance from UrueU .- .

Material* and dimensions of /:

M.C. range, dimensions M
range construction, materials for 91

Natural, lor M C. r.njre. position of tarpeU 9
Numbers on M
On marshy ground. delatU ol 17

.door M.C. ring*, winxt (or IS!
for M.C. range without law
ol fu >

W D. range, minor rtpain to .'

-
EleelrioaJ. dwcription of 40

-trical, for F. P. range .. 9
Moreabla, lew of. by range warden lil

:: .' i !

D. lo be handed oter to range warden US
Target, petition of

W l> rtingf. care, euitodj and ieeaeof 2

T
1

tf|
:-

imtu*, croening. description of lift

rnrriem. travel C range* 100. 1S6. IJ7

Figuree, detcription of 1*4

Oalleriw, requlremenU of .. Si

Store, podtion of . ^
Workmbop. for manufacture and repair ol target* . . 99

IV . -

ipplianc- 196 199
Aii-l apparatoii. manufacture and repair of S, 39. 7*

Collapsible, dettription of

i not from slop botu
n(*. ubulnable from tra<le - -'

ihedt for

\ practice* dcc :

'

Ground level of. for diagram *



66 INDEX.

Targets cont. PARA.

Indoor M.C. ranges 126

Landscape, description of 156

Landscape, obtainable from trade.. .. .. .. 202

Long range sigbting, description of 152
Machine gun 160
Measured from each firing point 34
M.C. range, beigbt above ground level . . . . . . 108

Moving, construction of 172

Moving, for M.C. range 196

Numbering of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
On adjoining ranges, arrangement to secure large
number .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 18

On natural stop butt of M.C. range, position of . . . . 99

Penetrable, manufacture and repair of 2
Position of, as datum point . . . . . . . . . . 42

Preliminary training . . . . . . . . . . 147

"Rapid fire, description of 154

Skirmishing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159

Snapshooting, description of . 153

Special for F.P. ranges
Standard test, description of

Steel falling, siting >f

Steel falling, woodtn rests for

184
162
176
177

'Stock of, for classification and F.P. ranges . . . . 198

Supplied through Royal Engineers . . . . . . 141

Thirty yards ranges 151

Thirty yards range, adapted for M.C. range . . . . 189

To face south 101
W.D. ranges, provision and maintenance of . . . . 1

Windmill 35

Target frames
Erection of, and distance apart 36
For marshy sites . . . . . . . . . . . . 27

For normal sites, instructions 36

Hythe pattern for classification range . . . . . . 163

Technical difficulties to be referred to School of Musketry 12, 15, 79

Telephone
Communication, instructions regarding . . . . . . 40

Instruments and stores 40
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88 INDEX.

W
PARA.

Wall, over targets on M.C. range, method of raising . . . . 120
Wardens, range. (See Range Wardens )

War Office-

Questions of policy to be referred to . . . . . . 9
Not to be committed by enquiries .. .. .. .. 10
To approve proposals on A.F. K 1309 . . . . . . 12
To be notified of date when range taken into use,

or closed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

Winding drum for F.P. range . . . . . . . . . . 74
Windmill targets 35

Wings for stop butt on outdoor M C. range . . . . . . 121
Wire system, travelling, for M C. Ranges . . . . . . . . 137

Workshop, target, for repairs, etc . . 39, 72
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MlLITAHY BOOKS, published by Authoritycontinued.

Historical Becords of the British Army continued.

Foot, 2nd, 4th, 5th, flth. 7th, 8th, 10th, llch. 13tn, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th,
19th. 20th, 21st, 22nd, 23rd, S4th, "6th, S9th, 46th, 53rd, 67th,
71st, 72ud, 73rd, 74th, 86th. 87th, and 92nd. Each 4*

Do. 14th, 56th, 61st, 70th, and 88th. Each 3*.

Histories, Short, of the Territorial Regiments of the British
Army. t>7 numbers, each Id. In one volume, 5s.

Do. The Scots Griiards. Id.

Do. The eith (Inniskilling) Dragoons. Id.

Hospitals. Military Families'." Cursing Staff Kegulations. Dec.
190i. Id.

Hostilities without Declaration of War from 1700 to 1870. 2s.

Illfantry Training. 190o. (Kf.printed, icit/i Amendments, 1908.) Is.

( ( 'ndcr ret'ision)
Do. Amendments. Aug. 1909. Id.

Infantry. Mounted. Training. 1909. tw.

Institutes. Garrison and Regimental. Kules for the Management of.

1907. Id.

Intelligence Duties in the Field. Kegns. for. 1904. 2rf.

Japanese Army Manuals. Infantry Training. Part II. Provisional.
1-'U7. THK COMBAT, "d.

King's Regulations and Orders for the Army. 1908. is. sd.

Kit Plates:
Artillery. Royal :

-
1. Horse and Fit-Id. Kit in Barrack Room. 1903. 2<l.

2. Do. Kit laid out for Inspection. I9o3. 2d. (Under /<.C;SV,,H)

H. (iarrisnu. Kit laid out for Inspection. 1909. 3d.

10. Do. Kit in Barr.u-k ftoom. V.'M9. 2</.

Cavalry, isfi. id.

Engineers. Royal:
1. Dismounted. Detail of Shelf and Bedding. li'uS. id.

2. Dismounted. Full Kit laH n.it tor Inspection in J5arr;u-k Hoom.
1'.'<H. !</.

4. Mounted .\. <'.'. or Driver and Field Troop Sapper. Full Kit laid out
lor Inspection in Barrack Koc.m. 191 . I-/.

5. Mounted. Detail of Shelf and Bedding. i'.'ii>. id.

6. Driver, with pair of Horses. Field Kit laid out fur Inspection on
Parade, including Artid u Valisr on I'a^.-i-e \\:i^. 1n.

1899. l.
Infantry :

1. Kit in Barrack Room. 1ln:

2. Kit laid out for Iii;-jection. 19fi'

Highland. 1-v*!

Law. Military. Manual of. n-nT. i>. ; Amendment^. Jan. H)10. id.

Law for the Reserve Forces and Militia. Manual oi isd-i. is. >;d.

Lessons from Two Recent Wars, [the Ruwo-Turkiah ;
the South

Africunj. 'I'raii

Magazines and Care of War Materiel. Regulations f,.r. 19<H.

Do. Aiiien-inieiits. .Ian. I'.MO. I,/.

Map Reading and Field Sketching. Manual. id :

Schools, Army.
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MILITARY BOOKS, published by Authority continued.

Ordnance. Service. Treatise on. Seventh edition. 1903. With volume
of Plates. 7s. Gd. ; Amendments. June 1909. Id., Do.', Dec. 190V.

Ordnance Services. Army. Regns. Part I. 1909. &/. ; Amendments
Dec. ] 909, April, 1910. Each Id. ; Part II. 190S. 9d. ; Amendments
Jan., Feb., June, Oct., Dec., 1909; March, May, 1910. Each Id.;
Amended Appendix Till. 2</.

Pathological Specimens in the Museum of the Army Medical Depart-
ment, Netley. Descriptive Catalogue of. Third edition. Vol. I. By
Sir W. Aitken, M.D. 1893. 5*.

Physical Training. -Manual of. i*.

Place-Names occurring on Foreign Maps. Rules for the Trans-
literation of. 1906. I*.

Position-Finder. Application of, to Coast Batteries. Notes on. 1904. 3d.

Procedure Rules. I9o7. 4</.

Projection, &C. Linear Perspective. A Text-Book for use of the H.M.
Academy. Part I. Text. Part II. Plates. 1904. 6\

Publications (Recent) of Military Interest. List of Quarterly.
Nos. 1 to S, 2>l. each : -rli.

Railway Distances. Ireland. Hand hook of. Third edition. 1384.
7x. 6d.

Railways. Military Reconnaissance and Survey of. Xotes on,
for Officers of R.E. Railway Companies. 1910. (Inttt

Range-Finder Handbooks:
Depression. For Elevated Batteries. Land Service. 190-x 4./.

Do. Amen.lments. !</.

Marindin. Infantry pattern. 1903.

Watkin. Regulations for instruction in. and practice with. 1332. !>-.

Range-Finding.' Field. With Watkin Field Range-finder and Telemeter.
Handbook, ii-m

Ranges. Miniature Cartridge. (-220 !.<-. ctions for the Con-
struction and Inspection of. 2<l.

Recruiting for the Regular Army and Special Reserve.
Regulations.

Remount Manual.
Requisitioning of Supplies. Transport, Stores, Animals, Labour.

&c. in the Field. 1 17. i</.

Rhodnsia. Southern. iv n concerning. Jan., 1^9. 2s.

Rifle Ranges. Care and Construction of. Instructions for. 1903. 3d.

Rifle Ranges. Training Ground and Musketry Camp, Penally.
(Western i ''.'!'>. (!n the press)

Rifles, &c. Cleaning of. Note? on tin-, r.io'.i. 361

Russian Military and Naval Terms. Dictiomrv i 1906.

Russo-Japanese War :

Medical at; rta from Ol'u ed to t lie Japanese
the Field.

Official Hi^t 'ses of the War. Opening Events up to

and Including the Ilattleof the Ya-lu. Second Edition. 19o9. 1

Part II. From the Battle of the Ya-lu to Llao-Yang, exclusive. 1903.

5s.; Part III. The Sie^e of Port Arthur. ISMIS*. 4*. G<t. ; Part IV.

Liao-Yang. 4-.; Caae for Maps of the Complete Work. 9^.

Reports from Pntish Officers attache-! to the Japanese and Kuss-rm

Forces in the Field. In three vols., with two cases of Maps (not

sold? -l.f.

( 12 )
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.MILITAE Y BOOKS, published by Authority c mtinutd.

Special Reserve continued.

Scheme for the Provision, Organization, and Training of that
portion which will be drawn from the Territorial Force to
supplement the Kegular Army on Mobilization being ordered.
(Special A.O., Nov. 3u, 1908.

Staff College Regulations, ii"-.

Staff. General. Duties of. (!' Fourth Edition, if-05.

( lienrinted 1^03.) o.v.

Stations of Units of the Regular Forces, Militia. Special
Reserve, and. Territorial Force. No. 23. April I9lo.

Statutes relating to the War Office and to the Army. 1^80. ov.

Statutory Powers of the Secretary of State, Ordnance Branch. 1379. 5s.

Steam Engines and Boilers, Management of. Notes and
Memoranda. 1909. Id.

Stores used in H.M. Service. Priced Vocabulary of. Land Service
Storea and Stores common to Laud and Navni Services. 1909. Part I.

Is. bd ; Amendments. Oct. 1909; Jan., April 1H1'. \<l. each;
Part If. 3s ; Amendments. iu-t. U'ci'. Jan.. April li-ld. K'. ea<-h.

Sudan Almanac. ili'u. Compiled in the Intelligence Department,
Cairn. lx.

Sudan. The Anglo-Egyptian. A compendium prepared b\- Officers of

the Sudan Government :

Vol. :a\ (wit/i
tWO 1 105.

Vol. II. I; ninn<j Chuj,t-r I'//.,

Do. ! f. each ":

I and ll., .Vi/. ill. North-Bastern Sudan. i\ -^udan.
tral Sudan. VI. So;:! li-lvistern Sudan. VII. Eahr-

Uuusal. vi.li [X. North-Western Sudan.
:iir-el-(;h.i/.al. AtMitional

eg. 1*.

Sudan Campaign. Iii . and Maj>s. 1S90. lo-^.

Supply Manual (War
Supply, Transport, and Barrack Services. Regulations. 1908. 9d.

Surveying. Topographical and Geographical. Text jjook of. i06.

Do. Ai>|..-ndix .\ ;. for thr I'l^.jection m (ira-ticules for
side on

DO. Ap| >i :: (i\ \ I I 3 for

(Government) of the Principal Count u. Supplement.
ii' ;ilingb.)tii Surveys ;ind. Com-

pilal L

Sweden and Norway. i'">i. K
Swiss Army Handbook.
Telegraph Lines. Field. 1 In Laying and .Maintaining.

1907.

Telegraphy and Telephony. Army. Instruction in. Vol.1. Instru-
ment*. I*. M. -. Vol. ii. One*. i.s.

Telephones in the Field. Prc-
visio:i.tl.

( 14 !
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